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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In June 1990, Bulgaria conducted its first competitive multiparty elections in fifty-seven years. The International Foundation for Electoral Systems sent a seven member team to observe these elections. The IFES team traveled extensively throughout Bulgaria to observe the June 10 primary elections and the June 17th runoff elections.

The team found that administratively the Bulgarian Central Electoral Commission had done a remarkable job of organizing the elections. Within ninety-five days of passage of the Election Act on March 12, 1990, an electoral structure was established, election commissions were formed, registration and voting procedures were designed, and the first competitive election since before World War II was conducted. Seven million voters selected from more than 3,000 candidates from forty political parties, with a voter turnout rate exceeding ninety percent.

The members and staff of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC), and of the volunteer regional and section (precinct) election officials, displayed a genuine desire to conduct an election that would produce clear, incontrovertible winners of seats in the Grand National Assembly, which will draft a new constitution. The CEC implemented a very successful voter education program, including nightly television spots on the electoral registry, polling locations, ballot formats, single-mandate and proportional representation seats, ballot security, and allowable partisan activities. As a result, voting at all observed locations went surprisingly smoothly.

The vote count was accurate, and no attempt was made to hide or delay the election results. Disputes stemmed largely from occasional misunderstandings of election procedures. Charges of intimidation were heard mostly in areas where the opposition parties had no electoral strength or campaign presence, and few poll watchers.

The results of the Bulgarian elections have been reported by many Western media outlets as a victory for the Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP). While the former Communists won 52% of the seats in the Assembly, they fell far short of electing the two-thirds majority necessary to approve all proposals. The BSP candidates found strong support in rural areas and among blue-collar voters, while the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF) enjoyed the support of urban intellectuals and younger voters.

In winning 36% of the Assembly seats, the UDF achieved a remarkable feat. This coalition of sixteen political parties, organizations, and movements, formed in December 1989, managed to resist the centrifugal forces of a divisive campaign. The polished UDF
campaign featured rallies, demonstrations, and other accoutrements of professionally-managed political parties. This movement toward pluralization in Bulgaria will be very difficult to reverse.

IFES had a very positive role in the Bulgarian elections. The three-person pre-election assessment team, which met with the CEC in April, helped the Commission identify its needs and the potential pitfalls of its law and procedures. This team arranged for the Canadian government to donate the required ten tons of continuous-feed computer paper, for use at the CEC. Also in response to this needs assessment, and addressing the crucial concern of ballot security, IFES donated ballot transport security pouches and tabs to the CEC, to be used to convey vote tallies and records of official complaints. The pouches and tabs contributed substantially to the confidence of section and regional electoral officials, and the electorate at large.

The election observer team, in addition to working nationwide to document implementation of the law and avert incidents of fraud by its very presence, was provided access to the CEC computer center, to observe tabulation of official election results. When voter unrest at the "delay" in counting the ballots was at its height, IFES specialists responded to a CEC request to tape a special television interview, lending an authoritative perspective to perception of the short time between poll closing and announcement of complete official results.

A limited number of procedural and substantive problems arose that did affect the ability of the Bulgarian people to exercise a full and fair choice in the electoral process. These problems, although they did not appear to materially affect the outcome of the elections in this case, did have a negative impact on the public confidence of a significant proportion of the electorate.

To rebuild voter confidence in the coming months, and to provide an even stronger foundation for local and national elections in the future, it is important for the new Grand National Assembly and the political parties to make improving the electoral system a priority of the new government. Experiences gained in the June elections should become the basis for amending current laws and procedures to more effectively guarantee an objective and streamlined electoral system.

This report concentrates on the content and adequacy of the laws, regulations, implementation procedures, and policy guidelines that affected the conduct of the elections and public perception of the validity of the results.
II. MEMBERS OF THE IFES OBSERVER DELEGATION*

Dr. John D. Bell*

John Bell is Professor of History at the University of Maryland Baltimore County and President of the Bulgarian Studies Association of North America. He is the author of many books and articles on Bulgarian history and politics.

Ronald A. Gould*

Ron Gould is the Assistant Chief Electoral Officer of Elections Canada, responsible for the administration of federal elections in Canada. He is also responsible for Canada’s involvement in international election observation and technical advisory activities, and is a member of the steering committee of the Council on Government Ethics Laws.

Dr. Richard G. Smolka*

Richard Smolka is Professor in the School of Public Affairs at American University; editor and publisher of Election Administration Reports, a newsletter for election officials; and a consultant on elections to WRC-TV in Washington, D.C. He has observed elections in several countries and is the author of numerous books and articles on the election process.

Norbert J. Yasharoff

Bulgarian-born Norrie Yasharoff is a retired U.S. Foreign Service officer with broad experience in public diplomacy and Eastern European affairs. He is currently involved in writing, lecturing, and directing the activities of Yasharoff Associates, a firm of international consultants.

Morton H. Sklar

Morton Sklar is Professor of Public International Law and Human Rights Law at Catholic University Law School, and the Founding Chairman of the Washington Helsinki Watch Commission for the United States. He has had extensive experience working on voting rights with the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, and on welfare and unemployment issues as director of the public interest group Jobs Watch.
Charles Lasham
Charles Lasham is the Electoral Registration and Returning Officer for the Six Parliamentary Constituencies in the City of Liverpool, England. A lecturer in electoral systems, Charles is Chairman of the Association of Electoral Administrators, an organization which represents more than 600 election administrators throughout the United Kingdom.

Roberta D. Kimball
IFES Consultant Robbi Kimball is a specialist in political campaign finance and regulation. She has advised and worked in U.S. House and Senate campaigns; has managed several federal political action committees; and has served as Washington representative for major trade associations.

* Member of IFES pre-election technical assessment team for Bulgaria.
III. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In April 1990, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems received a grant from the National Endowment for Democracy, related to national elections in Bulgaria. IFES agreed to:

A. Send a pre-election technical assessment team to study the new electoral law and structures designed to implement elections;

B. Recommend, procure, and deliver election-related commodities that would assist in the conduct of free and fair multipartisan elections; and

C. Send a delegation of electoral and cultural experts to observe the June 10 primary and June 17 runoff elections and report on their outcome and conduct.

A. Pre-election Technical Assessment Team Activities

The IFES three-person technical assessment team met with officers and staff of the CEC, leaders of political parties and citizens’ groups, academics, and journalists. They examined the new election laws; the electoral process; the role of political parties in the campaign; the new electoral laws; the composition and role of the CEC and regional electoral commissions; voter registration procedures; ballot security precautions; vote counting and verification procedures; and methods for contesting and appealing election results.

The results of this study were published by IFES on May 24, 1990. In its report, the team indicated that the electoral process seemed to be both workable and reasonable. They perceived a growing confidence that the multi-party make-up of the election commissions, together with the presence of Bulgarian and international observer teams, would provide built-in “checks and balances” to help assure the fairness of the balloting and vote counting procedures.

The team further reported that the Grand National Assembly -- with half its delegates elected from single member majority districts and half elected on the basis of proportional representation from 28 multi-member constituencies -- would provide opportunities to elect a majority party government capable of governing, while offering a chance for some representation for minority parties and interests, through proportional representation.
The ballot mechanism, built on traditional procedures, appeared to be cumbersome in its operation, with a manual tally dictated for multimandate regional commissions outside Sofia. In a nation where paper is always in critically short supply, the system also demanded an unnecessarily large volume of paper ballots. The team observed that opposition parties lacked in resources readily available to the party in power. Opposition parties, however, had been increasingly successful in taking their message to the public through television, radio, newspapers, and posters.

The report of the pre-election technical assessment team is available from IFES.

B. Commodities Transfer Activities

After extensive discussions with CEC members and staff concerning available resources, the IFES team identified four critical commodities needed to enable the CEC to conduct free elections with verifiable and reliable results, and addressed the needs as follows:

1. Continuous feed computer paper.

The IFES team found that the CEC needed computer paper for printing local voter registers. While the Central Electoral Commission had arranged for an adequate number of computers to tabulate results and calculate the winners of the proportional representation seats, there was still a need for ten tons of three-ply NCR tracker paper for the IBM 4341 printer.

IFES observer Ronald Gould, Assistant Chief Electoral Officer of Elections Canada, arranged for the government of Canada to donate and ship ten tons of continuous feed computer paper to the Central Electoral Commission.

2. Ballot security transfer cases.

These cases, to be used to convey each section's "protocols" (ballot tabulations, including challenges) from 228 district and regional election committees to the CEC computer center in Sofia, were provided to promote voter confidence in the new system.

IFES ordered reusable, heavy black plastic security pouches, along with 5,000 small uniquely numbered red plastic tabs, to be inserted in the zipper on the pouch and break when the zipper is opened. The broken tabs provide notice that the contents can no longer be guaranteed to be tamper-free. Because of the large supply of tabs donated by IFES, the pouches can be re-used in future elections.
The CEC staff demonstrated correct use of the pouches and tabs to the regional electoral councils, and gave one pouch and one tab to each chairman. After the polls closed, each regional committee reviewed and reached agreement on all its section's protocols, then inserted all sectional protocols into the pouch and sealed it with the tab. The pouch was then given to the two committee members (of different parties) designated to deliver it to the Central Electoral Commission in Sofia. The committee chairman also recorded the unique number on the unbroken tab, in case of questions about ballot security.

3. Colored paper on which to print the party ballots.

The team identified the ballot paper shortage as a critical need. In Bulgarian electoral tradition, ballot paper color corresponded to party affiliation. There was no indication of how the CEC planned to meet this need. The team suggested that, if the situation became truly critical, recommendations could be made for an amended ballot style in single mandate districts, which would significantly reduce the quantity of paper required.

IFES estimated that the amount of paper required would be 45 tons each of yellow, orange, blue, pink, and green paper, as well as 40 tons of white paper, for a total cost of some $300,000.

After an exhaustive search for the paper (and a donor for the costs of purchasing and transporting it), IFES suggested to the CEC that we work with its staff to re-design the Bulgarian ballot, so that a white paper ballot, listing all candidates with their affiliations represented by colored stripes and/or party symbols, could be used. The CEC declined the offer to redesign the ballot, saying that there was 'no possibility' of changing the ballot format or colored paper requirement. In the June 10 and 17 elections, only four parties used colored paper (red for the BSP; blue for the UDF, green for the Liberals, and orange for the Agrarians).

4. Informational materials, including descriptions of parliamentary procedures; books on teaching English as a second language; and descriptions of the divisions of duties among and between levels and branches of government and between of government.

The IFES observer mission delivered to the Central Electoral Commission a box of research and reference materials on the following subjects: separation of powers and the three branches of the American government; English as a second language; dictionaries of parliamentary and international law; and parliamentary procedure reference volumes. Earlier, Ronald Gould had sent to the CEC a box of materials on Canadian electoral matters, parliamentary procedures and the functioning of parliamentary bodies.
C. Observer Delegation Activities

IFES assembled a seven member delegation to observe the June 10 Round One (primary) and June 17 Round Two (runoff) elections. A two-person advance contingent arrived in Sofia on June 3, and completed its post-election activities on June 21.

At the CEC, the advance team found that the computer paper had been received and was being used, and that the transfer cases would be delivered to the CEC the next day. Before the arrival of the rest of the delegation, the advance group also:

* arranged for CEC election observer credentials for all members of the group;
* interviewed and hired interpreters and driver/car teams;
* made contact with major political parties;
* contacted other international observer delegations to identify key Round 1 and Round 2 election observation sites; and
* contacted the Bulgarian Association for Free Elections (BAFE), a nonpartisan voter education organization substantially funded by the National Democratic Institute for International Affairs.

For Round One observation activities, one team (consisting of two IFES observers, an interpreter, a car and driver) identified towns and villages in the Bansko - Gotse Delchev area containing a significant proportion of Pomaks (ethnic Bulgarian Moslems), that anticipated no observers from BAFE or the opposition parties, and/or where rumors of planned fraud by the BSP were rampant. The team visited those towns and villages on the day before the election, both to locate key section and regional voting locations and to alert activists that IFES observers would be present and would be watching for irregularities. On election day, the team returned to these locations.

The second team drove toward Kurdjali, into areas heavily populated by ethnic Turks, where abuses were widely anticipated. A fifth delegate surveyed Sofia voting locations and monitored the activities of the CEC, the media, major parties, and BAFE. In all locations, teams contacted or attempted to contact representatives of major parties and BAFE.

For Round Two, one team visited cities on the Black Sea; a second visited industrial cities in the Troyan - Pleven corridor, where the Communist party had maintained labor camps for political dissidents; a third team visited cities toward Pazardzik, where there were numerous allegations of irregularities in Round One procedures and where there are concentrations of ethnic Turks and gypsies; the remaining delegate surveyed Sofia - Pernik polling locations and monitored the activities of the CEC.

During both Round One and Round Two activities, teams observed all phases of the electoral process, including:
* Pre-election regional electoral commission instructions to section election commissions;
* Distribution of ballot boxes and ballots from district and region to section commissions;
* Sealing the polling place, with materials inside, the night before the election;
* Opening the polling place on election morning, including sealing the ballot box, securing extraneous doors, laying out ballots in the voting booth, and laying out envelopes for controlled distribution to voters;
* Activities of the section and regional electoral commissions, the partisan and non-partisan observers, BAFE, and international guests;
* After the closing of the polls, binding unused ballots and envelopes, and placing them outside the counting area, counting envelopes and ballots, and completion of section and region protocols;
* Sealing the protocols into the transfer cases; and
* Observing national vote tallying activities in the computer room of the CEC.

Particular praise must be given to election officials and political party leaders who, under extreme pressures and time constraints, and without recent experience with multi-party balloting, handled such critical tasks as establishing the foundation for a multi-party system; providing open and equal access by political parties to the media; updating voter registration lists; resolving policy questions on the conduct of the election process; and administering the collection and counting of ballots.
IV. BACKGROUND

A. Historical and Cultural Context

The ousting of Todor Zhivkov, head of the Bulgarian Communist Party since 1954, on November 10, 1989 freed the country’s political logjam and opened the door to reformers both within and outside the BCP. The BCP purged the Old Guard from state and party leadership, replacing them with men who were younger, better educated, and ostensibly committed to a program of democratization. The BCP began the process of separating state and party leadership, promised to put an end to the internal oppression that had stifled political discussion and cultural life, renounced the campaign of repression directed against the Turkish minority, and agreed to drop the provision in the constitution that assigned it a "guiding role" in political life.

At an extraordinary party congress in February 1990, BCP leaders denounced the "totalitarian regime" of the past and reaffirmed their commitment to political democratization and to a gradual transition to a market economy. To symbolize its break with the past it changed its name to the "Bulgarian Socialist Party" (BSP).

Many Bulgarians, however, were skeptical of the BSP’s willingness or ability to carry out a thorough democratic reform. A number of groups that had formed the core of Bulgaria’s dissident movement before the ouster of Zhivkov transformed themselves into opposition political parties. The largest and most important of these formed a coalition, the Union of Democratic Forces, under the presidency of Dr. Zheliu Zhelev, and quickly became the major opposition force.

Another opposition party was the Bulgarian Agrarian National Union (BANU). During the first half of the twentieth century the BANU was the backbone of the democratic movement in Bulgaria, leading the struggle against royal-military dictatorship before World War II and against Communization after the war. During the Communist period, a sanitized version of the BANU was kept alive to function as the BCP’s "little brother." In this capacity it retained the trappings of a party, with offices and clubs, a newspaper, etc., and shared in the government of the country.

When Zhivkov was removed from power, an internal revolt occurred in the BANU that ousted the old leadership. The BANU withdrew from the government, and proclaimed itself an opposition party. The official BANU was faced, however, with a rival organization: the BANU - Nikola Petkov, led by former dissidents who were affiliated with the UDF. Attempts to unify the two Agrarian Unions failed, because the official BANU refused to enter the UDF. Viktor Vulkov, the official BANU’s chairman, argued for the creation of a “third force,” independent of both the Socialists and the UDF, a policy which BANU - Nikola Petkov refused to accept.

Yielding to internal pressures, in which mass demonstrations and political strikes organized by the UDF played a key role, and hoping to improve Bulgaria’s international standing, the BSP entered into a dialogue with the UDF and BANU (official) at a political
"Roundtable." The Roundtable discussions resulted in three major agreements, two of which were translated into law by the BSP government. These were:

1. the law on elections, providing for the carrying out of free elections for a Grand National Assembly with constituent powers to prepare a new constitution for the country;

2. the law on political parties, defining the conditions under which political parties would be recognized and the scope of their activities; and

3. agreement on a code of conduct covering the election campaign.

These three agreements provided the framework for the elections held on June 10 and 17, 1990.

B. Campaign Resources and the Incumbency Advantage

A major issue regarding the viability of political candidates and parties concerns their access to media, facilities, and equipment during the campaign. At the beginning of the campaign there was an obvious imbalance of resources between the BSP and the opposition parties. Reflecting its 45 years in power, the BSP possessed a developed political organization with local headquarters and clubs in every populated area; control of the country's largest newspaper, Duma (Word), with a circulation of 700,000; and the advantage of holding national and local power.

Some practical reasons were offered to explain these inequities. For many years, the BSP, as the only political party, enjoyed the benefit of well-established facilities located in or close to main government buildings and voting places. In addition, without the benefit of a recent multi-party election, government officials lacked an objective basis for gauging the relative size and strength of competing parties for the purposes of assigning offices and equipment.

Agreements reached by the Roundtable helped to redress this imbalance of resources to the general satisfaction of the opposition. Time on national television was assigned to the individual parties and also made available for debates between party representatives on various issues. Opposition spokesmen generally praised the conduct of the national media and stated that they were given sufficient access to ensure that their message was heard. Foreign observers commented that the conduct of Bulgarian television with regard to the campaign compared favorably with the experience of countries with a longer democratic tradition.

However, access to newspapers was not as equitable. Although opposition parties were, for the first time in many years, permitted to openly publish their own newspapers, access to newsprint and distribution mechanisms was more limited for UDF's Demokratsia (Democracy) and other opposition papers than for BSP's Duma. This limitation inhibited opposition newspapers to a certain extent. For example, editions of
Demokratsia, limited to a daily circulation of about 300,000, were sold out in most locations within minutes of release, while Duma, with a daily press run more than twice as large remained available throughout the day.

On the local level, it was apparent that the opposition was not always provided with the resources it expected. In some localities, opposition members complained that local authorities were slow to provide the financial support that the roundtable agreements specified and that they were frequently not given quarters to establish political clubs. Opposition parties voiced numerous complaints regarding inequalities in the size and location of club offices provided by the government, and the rudimentary nature of their office equipment and supplies in comparison with those available to the BSP.

In the town of Gotse Delchev IFES observed that the UDF chapter had erected a small tent on the sidewalk as its local club to dramatize the failure of the town officials to provide anything better. While the opposition did not charge the government with a systematic plan to interfere with its campaign and there were no complaints of censorship, UDF and BAFE pollwatchers did complain of the conduct of individual local officials.

C. Media and the Campaign

A major factor in the election campaign was the emergence of a pluralistic press. However, even to those who could not read Bulgarian, a quick perusal of the leading newspapers was sufficient to establish the glaring contrast in format, layout, and paper quality between those published by the Socialists and their allies, and those published by the opposition. The UDF and other opposition publishers had great difficulty obtaining newsprint from the state-controlled paper mills, printing an attractive daily newspaper with the inadequate facilities at their disposal, and ensuring fair sales through the state-controlled distribution system. (It should be noted that much of the newsprint used by the newer papers was donated by British publisher Robert Maxwell; other sources must be located to ensure a continued diversity of philosophies in the media.)

Bulgarian newspapers are an interesting blend of editorial opinion and facts. Unlike most Western papers, the two categories are not clearly separated or labeled; even articles that obviously are purely speculation sometimes appear with no by-lines. The best clue to the slant of the articles, therefore, comes in knowing which party published the paper.

Duma, the organ of the BSP, a professional-looking eight-page daily newspaper, was readily available throughout the country. Its articles feature current events and policy decisions, especially those that cast a sympathetic light on the BSP. For example, according to Duma all opposition charges against the BSP for "allegedly using violent election-campaign tactics and causing a number of deaths" were nothing but instances of "callous exploitation by the UDF of accidents and other human tragedies to whip up anti-BSP passions." Prior to November 1989, Duma was known as Rabotnichesko Delo (Workers' Cause).
As the central mouthpiece of the UDF, Demokratsia used the major part of its four pages to document the crimes of the Communists/Socialists, as well as to promote its platform, although more space may be allocated to other news in post-election months. An example of a typical front-page story was "The Ghosts of Fear Continue to Haunt Us," a summary of a pre-election poll revealing that a majority of Bulgarians fear uncontrollable price increases, political repression, rising unemployment, food shortages, violence resulting from ethnic feuds, ecological catastrophe, and a rising crime rate. Both Demokratsia and Svoboden Narod (Free People, published by the Social Democratic Party, part of the UDF coalition) reached news stands in very limited quantities.

As the campaign progressed, the main organ of BANU, Zemedelsko Zname (Agrarian Banner) began to part ways with its former journalistic ally Duma. The June 11 edition's banner headline, "The March to Pluralism is Irreversible," summarized this departure.

Bulgarians were very interested in how their elections were covered and reported by the international press. Describing the quality of American analysis, Demokratsia noted:

The intellectual dimensions of the reports are very disappointing ... Except for Celestine Bohlen, former Moscow correspondent of The New York Times, there were no 'journalistic stars' among those covering the Bulgarian elections ... Some of the correspondents were obviously unprepared for the task.

The paper saluted the commentary of Carol Williams of The Los Angeles Times, who wrote:

In a country where one fifth of all adults belong to the Party, concern about investigations of past crimes gave rise to fear of revenge in the event of an opposition victory. For the more than two million retirees, stability was preferable to promises of change and of a better future which they might not live to enjoy.

Also saluted by the Bulgarian press for their insight were American television commentator Mark Shields; and Roger Boyes of The Times of London.

One of the more interesting media phenomena observed by the IFES team was a taped June 3 pre-election commentary by President Ronald Reagan. His remarks were shown on the most popular television show in Bulgaria, Vsiaka Nedelia (Every Sunday), hosted by Kevork Kevorkian. In voice-over translation, Reagan assured Bulgarians of America's abiding interest in their fate, and urged them to exercise their right to vote in their free, fair, and secret elections. The speech, which carefully toed the thin line between a general expression of support for democratic elections and an outright endorsement of the opposition, was written by the staff of the National Republican Institute for International Affairs, which also funded its translation and distribution.
D. Glossary of Bulgarian Electoral Terminology

Agrarians  Short name for either branch of the Bulgarian Agrarian National Union.

Assembly  The Grand National Assembly

BAFE  Bulgarian Association for Free Elections.

BANU (official)  Agrarians traditionally affiliated with the Communist Party. BANU (official) ran as a separate party in June.

BANU - Nikola Petkov  The branch of Agrarians affiliated with the UDF coalition.

BCP  Bulgarian Communist Party.

BSP  Bulgarian Socialist Party.

BZNS  Same as BANU (official).

CEC  Central Electoral Commission.

Demokratsia (Democracy)  Newspaper of the Union of Democratic Forces.


District  One of the 200 geographic areas represented by a single member of the Assembly.

Duma (Word)  Newspaper of the Bulgarian Socialist Party.

Internal passport  Official personal identity document, issued by the Bulgarian government. Also called a domestic passport.

Grand National Assembly  400 member special national legislature which will draft a new national constitution; its mandate ends 18 months from the June 1990 elections.

IFES  International Foundation for Electoral Systems.
Multi-mandate

In the Assembly there are 200 delegates from 28 multi-mandate regions that are represented by more than one delegate. Delegates are selected as part of a list on a party ballot. This is broadly called a proportional representation scheme, designed to provide minority party access. See Appendix 3.

Quick count

In order to monitor whether the official results were accurate, nonpartisan groups listened to actual ballot counts in ten percent of the sections and called the results to a computer center where the sample was expanded to a national projection.

Proportional representation

A method of aggregating pools of party ballots in order to assign numerical values to each party’s portion of votes, and rank the party returns to assign seats in the Assembly.

Protocols

Official vote tally sheets provided by the CEC through the region and district commissions to the section polling places. The protocols also tracked official challenges, as well as commissions’ actions on challenges.

Region

One of 28 geographic areas in which party lists of candidates were elected to the 200 proportional representation seats.

Round One

June 10 elections for the 400 Assembly seats.

Roundtable

The multipartisan group that, in the absence of an Assembly, planned the elections and essentially ran the government from April through June.

Round Two

June 17 run-off elections, necessary in 81 single-mandate districts.

Section

One of more than 12,000 voting jurisdictions; roughly corresponds to the American precinct.

Single mandate

One of 200 voting jurisdictions represented by a single Assembly delegate, elected by name.

UDF

Union of Democratic Forces, a coalition of 16 opposition parties.

Zmedelsko Zname (Agrarian Banner)

Newspaper of BANU (official).
V. THE 1990 PRIMARY (ROUND ONE) AND GENERAL (ROUND TWO) ELECTIONS

As stated in the Executive Summary, the 1990 Bulgaria national elections were, by and large, conducted in a smooth and orderly manner. One IFES observer noted,

The whole process was so uneventful, that had I been observing this situation with no prior knowledge of Bulgaria’s political situation, I would have assumed that Bulgarian electors and election officials had been accustomed to democratic, multi-party voting for many years.

A. Balloting and Tabulation Procedures

The electoral system was designed to combine representative and majoritarian features, with 200 members elected from single member districts of approximately equal population, and 200 elected by proportional representation on the basis of votes cast for political parties in each of 28 regions.

In the June 10 Round One (primary) election, each voter was permitted to cast two ballots. The first, smaller ballot was for a specific candidate from that area’s single-member region. The second, larger ballot contained a list of candidates from the same party, running for a regional multi-mandate seat. The winners of the proportional representation seats were determined by the D’Hondt formula, based on the number of votes cast for each party in each of the 28 regions. (For a complete description of the formula, consult Appendix 3).

The elections were administered by the CEC through a series of region, district, and section commissions. The CEC consists of a chairman, two vice chairmen, a secretary, and 20 other members. The officers and commissioners were chosen to reflect the various political parties. The chairman, Zhivko Stalev, is a respected jurist and academic with no political party affiliation whose nomination was approved by acclamation. The Commission worked closely with the Roundtable group of political party representatives in drafting the electoral law and regulations to implement it.

Election commissions were established for each of the 200 single-member (mandate) districts, each of the 28 proportional representation (multi-mandate) regions, and each of the more than 12,000 sections. Members on each of these commissions were named on the basis of party affiliation, to reflect the party support in the jurisdiction.

Registers of eligible voters were compiled by local government officials from lists of residents of the community. This information was gathered from domestic passports, which every Bulgarian receives at age 16. The 20-page identity document contains a photograph, date of birth, address, marital status, names of children under 16, and occupation; by law, changes in this information must be recorded. To prevent duplicate
voting, election officials at the polling place recorded participation for each Round on page 19 of the domestic passport.

The registers of eligible voters were posted in public places prior to both Round One and Round Two elections, allowing people to confirm the information on the list and to correct any omissions. For Round One elections, voters who expected to be away from home on election day were issued certificates allowing them to vote in other locations. Bulgarians travelling or living outside the country were permitted to cast Round One ballots at the Bulgarian embassy in the country in which they were located.

While it had been announced that such absentee voting would not be permitted for Round Two, a June 17 (election day) live radio broadcast featured Dimitur Popov saying that no citizen should be prevented from exercising his right to vote "... for any reason whatsoever." This led some section committees to allow de facto absentee voting, so long as the voter had a valid internal passport proving he had not already voted in Round Two.

Voting took place on Sundays between 7:00 am and 6:00 p.m. A voter entered the polling place and presented his internal passport to section commission members, who checked it against the register for name, address, and personal identification number. The voter was then permitted to select an envelope from those lying on the table. The option of choosing an envelope reassured voters of the secrecy of the ballot and ensured that he was not being given a marked envelope that would later identify his vote. The voter then entered the booth, where ballots were available. Polling places were allotted one booth and one ballot box per each 600 registered voters.

The empty ballot boxes had been distributed to regional and district election committee chairmen at Thursday pre-election meetings in Sofia, along with blank envelopes, ballots, and protocols. They were passed along to the section committees at meetings on Friday or Saturday. Each box contained strips of paper marked with the official CEC seal, to be used for securing the box, as well as twine, sealing wax, scissors, pens, a tube of glue, and a candle for melting the sealing wax. (Each section's commission devised its own combination of knots, wax, glue, and/or seals; one commission even installed a lock on the box!)

For the June 10 elections, each booth contained both the smaller single-mandate ballots and the larger multi-mandate ballots for all parties fielding candidates in that district or region. A total of forty parties ran candidates nationwide, though only three major parties fielded candidates in every location. Each party had requested from the Central Electoral Commission a particular color or combination of colors for its ballots: red for the BSP, blue for the UDF, orange for the Agrarians, green for the Liberals, white with one pink stripe for the Movement for Rights and Freedoms, and so on. The June 17 runoff elections involved only single-mandate districts, so only the smaller ballots were used.

The primary source of ballot control for Bulgaria was, ironically, not the ballots, but the ballot envelopes. The distinctive plain white envelopes with blue liners were unique
and closely guarded; after delivery to section polling places on election eve, they were kept overnight in the locked and sealed polling room, along with the ballot box and its contents and the official protocols. The paper strips were used to seal the door of the room overnight; on election day, the committee also secured all windows, doors, and drawers in the room.

The ballots were available at the polling place, but had also been distributed by the CEC to political parties and local electoral officials two to three days before the elections. Voters could bring a ballot to the polling place, and use it to vote; or they could use the ballots located in the voting booth. In either case, each voter placed one single mandate and one multi-mandate ballot into the envelope, exited the booth, and placed the envelope into the ballot box in full view of the section election commission, whose members watched closely. In most polling places, watchers from parties and from BAFE and other nonpartisan groups were also present. After depositing the ballot, the voter reclaimed his domestic passport (which had been marked to prevent duplicate voting) and left the room.

At the close of the polls, the section commission determined how many names on the register had been marked as having voted, in order to determine the number of envelopes that should be in the ballot box. Unused ballots and envelopes were bundled into packets and wrapped with the paper strips displaying the CEC seal, then placed outside the counting area (sometimes defined by tying string to chairs). The ballot box was then opened and envelopes were divided into stacks of fifty and counted. Any ballot found outside an envelope was marked void and the fact noted on the protocol. If the number of envelopes and recorded voters did not match, this fact was also recorded on the protocol, along with an explanation if possible.

The envelopes were then opened and examined to make certain that only one ballot of each size was in each envelope. Split ticket voting (different color for the large and small ballot) was allowed. If an envelope contained two large or two small ballots of the same color, one was destroyed. If the ballots were of the same size but of different colors, both were declared void and destroyed. Any mark on the ballot invalidated it. Void and invalid ballots were also recorded on the protocol.

Each section commission was required to complete two copies of each of two protocols: one for the single mandate ballots cast and one for the multi-mandate ballots cast. Each protocol listed the hours the polls were actually open, the number of voters registered, the number of registered candidates, the number of invalid ballots and empty envelopes, the number of votes cast for each party list of candidates, a list of any complaints made and decisions reached by the commission, any clarifying comments, and a record of persons present at the opening or closing of the polls.

The protocols were delivered by two polling place officials of different political parties in sealed envelopes to the district and region election commissions. A copy of each protocol, together with all ballots, invalid ballots, unused envelopes, the list of voters,
the certificates for absentee voting, the empty box, the statements and complaints lodged with the commission, and all other election supplies, were delivered to local government officials.

The district election commissions for the 200 single-mandate districts and the regional election commissions of the 28 multi-mandate regions received the protocols and tallied the results. These commissions reviewed each protocol to ensure that it was complete and accurate, including the signature and identification of all polling place officials. If there were numerical inaccuracies, such as a difference between the number of voters voting and the number of envelopes in the ballot box, the polling place officials were questioned and the inaccuracies resolved or noted if they could not be resolved.

In some cases, polling place officials had invalidated ballots that should not have been invalidated. In such cases, the district commission, after questioning the polling officials, corrected these errors. For example, some polling place officials confused an allowable "split ticket" with the invalidating situation in which two ballots of the same size but different colors were found in the envelope.

While lines of voters at the polling places had moved quickly, lines at the 28 regional and 200 district offices were long and slow, forcing some officials to wait several hours as the commissions examined each protocol and attempted to reconcile errors or discrepancies. When the protocols from every section had been received and approved, the commission chairman produced the black security pouch and red break-away tab, which had been sent by courier from the CEC on the previous Friday. The district or region commission chairman recorded the number on the red tab, then inserted the protocols into the pouch, closed the zipper, and attached the red tab.

The sealed pouches were then delivered to the Central Electoral Commission. After breaking the tab and opening the pouch, the protocols were checked and their tallies entered into the computer. The verification of the complete Round One tally took more than three days, because each proportional representation region required a verification of all the results for all parties from more than 12,000 polling places in 28 regions and 59 countries around the world. Final official results of the first round were released at a press conference on Thursday, June 14. Results from most single-mandate districts had been announced earlier.

While the CEC was capable of releasing a rapid unofficial vote count based on raw totals from around the country, the Commission had decided to release only final certified totals. Realizing that early results could be subject to correction, the Commission was wary that the corrections would invoke charges of manipulating the results. Meanwhile, 10,000 BAFE volunteers had been trained to watch the section counts in ten percent of the sections selected at random, and telephone the results to Sofia, for an independent quick count. As late as Saturday night, June 9, CEC Chairman Stalev opposed the BAFE count, but finally withdrew his opposition before the June 10 voting began. The BAFE quick count sample proved to be within .3% of the final results.
One week later, run-off elections were conducted in 81 single member districts. Procedures were much the same, but the tallies were concluded more quickly because there were no proportional representation winners to be determined and there were 119 fewer single mandate elections. The election officials already displayed the confidence of experienced administrators who had met and overcome their toughest challenge.

B. Political Parties That Won Seats in the Grand National Assembly

The Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP)

The BSP aimed above all to disassociate itself from its past record, and its campaign was noticeably devoid of Marxist ideology. Indeed, BSP spokesmen rivaled the UDF in their denunciations of "totalitarianism." Party leaders dedicated a monument to the victims at Lovech, site of one of the postwar concentration camps, promising that such "deformations" would never be repeated. The party's new symbols, a red rose and a cartoon boy somewhat resembling Pinocchio, its "thumbs up" gesture, and slogan "Good luck for Bulgaria," replaced the heavy handed mottoes and portraits of party leaders characteristic of past campaigns. Its supporters waved the Bulgarian flag rather than the red banner.

The BSP presented itself as the party of "responsible, conservative change," stressing the experience of its leaders and minimizing its policy differences with the UDF. It denied seeking a monopoly of power and called for the formation of a coalition with the opposition either before or after the elections. Its economic program echoed the UDF's call for a market economy, but promised to bring this about gradually, without the drastic changes that would be required by the UDF's economic program.

BSP propaganda portrayed the UDF as a coalition in the hands of extremists who would carry out a wholesale purge of the bureaucracy and eliminate existing social welfare programs. Its claims that old-age pensions would be endangered by a UDF victory were apparently particularly effective.

In some BSP campaign materials, members of the UDF were pictured as bearded, poorly-dressed youths, hiding behind a mask of democracy. The image projected by BSP candidates was well-dressed, clean-shaven, and responsible.

While cultivating a new image designed to appeal particularly to Bulgaria's middle-class voters in urban areas, the BSP apparently conducted a more traditional campaign in the countryside. There were widespread reports that local party and government officials put heavy pressure on the village population, whose habits of subordination, developed over the past 45 years, were not easily broken. This pattern of intimidation was admitted by BSP leaders, who attributed it to overzealousness on the part of local activists while denying that it was a tactic decided upon at the national level.

The BSP won 211 seats in the Grand National Assembly, to control 52.75% of the votes. In light of the well-publicized Roundtable decision that all agreements must be
passed by a two-thirds majority, the BSP fell considerably short of the "controlling majority" cited in many Western media reports.

**The Union of Democratic Forces (UDF)**

In retrospect it can be seen that the UDF leaders were overconfident. They sought to make the election a referendum on the past 45 years of Communist rule and assumed that if the populace were given the opportunity to vote freely it would automatically reject the Communists (now Socialists) in overwhelming proportion. As a consequence, much of the UDF campaign focused on the past, particularly on the atrocities committed by the BCP during the Stalinist era.

By its nature the UDF coalition had great difficulty speaking with a single voice. Some of its leaders, for example Dr. Petur Dertliev of the Social Democratic Party, spoke with some compassion of the BSP's efforts to reform itself, advocated an eventual reconciliation, and opposed the idea of reprisals against BSP officials. Others, however, adopted a far more strident tone, frequently referring to the BSP as "murderers" and "a mafia," and clearly giving the impression that UDF would conduct a wholesale purge of the government if it won. Both the BSP and some members of the UDF referred to this as a policy of "McCarthyism."

The UDF rallies observed by team members were extremely positive, reflecting the popular song that had become the unofficial theme of the opposition campaign:

*Kazano chestno, vsichko mi e nared
I zatova si gledam napred!*

(Honestly, all is fine with me,
And that is why I'm looking ahead!)

UDF leaders rejected BSP offers to participate in a coalition government and vowed that under no circumstances would they ever cooperate with the Socialists. In the last days of the campaign, they even turned down a BSP proposal to sign a pledge of mutual nonviolence, apparently on the principle that if it came from the Socialists it should automatically be rejected.

The UDF economic program called for an immediate and complete transition to a market economy. While this may be the best choice in economic terms, it proved to be politically unsettling and less appealing than the BSP's utopian promise of gradual and painless transition.

Candidates of the UDF won 144 seats in the Grand National Assembly, for 36% of the votes.
Party of Rights and Freedoms

The Party of Rights and Freedoms emerged as the political vehicle of the country's Turkish/Muslim minority. Although its leader, Akhmed Dugan, ostensibly was in an informal alliance with the UDF, relations between the two groups were not cordial. Several UDF leaders expressed strong distrust of Dugan and accused him of nominating candidates sympathetic to the BSP. Dugan pledged to support UDF candidates in the second round if his own party's nominees were eliminated. Judging by the pattern of voting in the second round, he kept this promise.

Movement for Rights and Freedoms candidates won 23 seats in the Assembly, to control 5.75% of its votes.

Bulgarian Agrarian National Union (BANU, official)

Like the UDF, the BANU (official) pledged not to enter into any compromises with the BSP. Its program, endorsing political democratization and a market economy, with particular attention to the ravages visited upon the countryside during the Communist era, was not greatly different from the UDF's. BANU did very little, however, to actually organize a campaign. Its best moment came on the eve of the election in the televised debate of the BSP, UDF, and BANU (official) leaders. Viktor Vulkov was widely regarded to have "won" over his rivals, but this success could not compensate for the party's inertia.

Agrarian (official) candidates won 16 seats in the Assembly, to control 4% of the vote.

Fatherland Party of Labor

An anti-Turkish party, the Fatherland Party of Labor was also organized to "defend the rights of ethnic Bulgarians" in areas of heavy Turkish concentration. It received little support, managing to win only a single seat in the Grand National Assembly.

Social Democratic Party (Non-Marxist)

Led by Yanko Yankov, this party stressed its rejection of Marxism and endorsement of a multiparty political system. Yankov made an informal alliance with Akhmed Dugan and was elected in a district with a heavily Turkish population without opposition from Dugan's Party of Rights and Freedoms. The Social Democrats (Non-Marxists) won one seat in the elections (.25% of the Assembly).

The Fatherland - Union Party won two seats, to control .5% of the Assembly.
Two candidates ran, and won, as Independent National Representatives; they will comprise the remaining .5% of the Assembly.

The Bulgarian Association for Free Elections (BAFE): Although not a political party, BAFE must be mentioned as one of the big winners in the elections. BAFE was organized by student federations that had met with the National Republican Institute for International Affairs in March 1989; early in 1990, the National Democratic Institute for International Affairs organized seminars for the group. Using Bulgarian and international funds, the nonpartisan voter education group recruited and trained a nationwide network of some 10,000 election observers; provided continuous monitoring of all aspects of campaign and election activities; and organized an election night "quick count" of ten percent of the sections' results. Without the energy and dedication of the BAFE volunteers, the outcome of the elections could have been substantially different.

C. Party Composition of the Grand National Assembly

The Assembly convened on Wednesday, July 11. Under its procedures, agreements must be passed by a two-thirds majority. The elections produced:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Seats</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>% of Assembly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>52.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>UDF</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Movement for Rights and Freedoms</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bulgarian Agrarian National Union (official)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fatherland - Union</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Independent National Representatives</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fatherland - Labor Party</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Democratic Party (Non-Marxists)</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
D. Reactions To and Interpretations Of Election Results

Disappointment with the election results expressed by the political opposition and by many foreign observers was, perhaps, the result of expectations having been set too high. Comparison of developments in Bulgaria with those in Poland, Hungary, or Czechoslovakia was misleading since the forces of reform and political opposition in those countries had significantly more time to gather strength.

Viewed against the backdrop of Bulgaria's modern history, the political opposition scored some remarkable successes. Fifty-three percent of the electorate voted for parties other than the BSP. The opposition demonstrated its dominance in urban areas and among the young; the ruling Socialist Party was forced to incorporate many of the opposition demands in its own program. Several prominent Socialists, including Defense Minister Dobri Dzhurov, were defeated in single-member contests.

Both the ruling Socialists and the opposition parties should be commended for avoiding violence in the campaign and elections. Political leaders of all parties frequently stated their desire to avoid what they called "the Romanian variant," referring to the violence that accompanied the change of regime and creation of a new political order in their neighbor to the north. The fact that Bulgaria's democratic, multiparty elections were held in a calm and peaceful atmosphere was in the long run, perhaps, as important as the actual result.

The Bulgarian Socialist Party

The Socialists interpreted the results of the election as an endorsement of their party's commitment to democratization and to a gradual transition to a market economy. They also pointed to the mistakes and "extremism" of the UDF that alienated many voters. They naturally rejected the opposition's charges of massive election fraud and manipulation. While admitting that some irregularities had occurred in the campaign and in the election itself, BSP spokesmen described them as minor, due primarily to lack of experience.

Privately, Socialist leaders expressed some surprise that their party did so well. In a meeting with the IFES delegation, BSP deputy chairman Alexander Stresov stated that "We have done enough to deserve to lose," referring to the Communist record through the Zhivkov era. He added that the UDF's practice of creating an "uproar" rather than calmly discussing policy had a very negative impact on the electorate.

BSP president Alexander Lilov told an IFES delegate that the key factor in the elections was the moderation shown by the Socialists and their advocacy of a dialogue with the opposition. It was "the great mistake" of the UDF, he maintained, to have rejected the BSP's invitation to collaborate in the government or to carry on a substantive political dialogue. Despite a number of shortcomings, he added, the roundtable negotiations between the BSP and the opposition had led to real achievements, demonstrating that cooperation was genuinely possible.
Lilov expressed the hope that the BSP's victory would not lead to complacency within the party or slow its pace of internal reform. He mentioned specifically the need to dismantle the party's hierarchical structure to allow for a greater degree of ideological diversity. An extraordinary BSP Congress would be scheduled for this year, probably in December, to codify some of these reforms. Lilov stated that at this congress the party would "cross the Rubicon" in breaking decisively with the spirit of conservatism. He emphasized that while there would be no violent purges, the BSP would implement an aggressive early retirement program for party members who opposed a peaceful transition to becoming a "modern European Socialist party."

Lilov predicted that the UDF would probably not survive much longer, and that its left and right elements would break apart. In his view the Social Democratic Party of Dr. Dertliev and the BANU - Nikola Petkov of Milan Drenchev would probably play an important role in creating a responsible "center" in Bulgarian political life.

With regard to the upcoming Grand National Assembly, Lilov expressed the hope that a strong coalition government could be formed. Otherwise, he maintained, the next two years would represent a period of "lost opportunities" that would cost Bulgaria heavily.

**Union of Democratic Forces**

The initial reaction of the UDF to the election results was disbelief. The coalition had called for its followers to attend a mass victory celebration in Sofia on the night of the Round One elections. As the news of the results began to come in, the victory celebration turned into a large-scale demonstration against the government and the BSP that continued through the following day. On Monday a sizable crowd appeared in the square in front of the National Assembly building in which the Central Electoral Commission was working. Its loud chants of "Fraud" and "New elections" were clearly disconcerting to the Commission (and to many of the IFES representatives who were observing the Commission's work).

When the Assembly guards were ordered to form a line around the building, the situation became quite tense. Eventually, it was calmed by the appearance of UDF leader Zheliu Zhelev, who asked his supporters to move to another area away from the Assembly. Nevertheless, UDF demonstrations charging election fraud continued throughout the week, and a student strike in Sofia University was still in progress when IFES left the country.

In a meeting with IFES on the Tuesday after the Round 2 elections, Zheliu Zhelev insisted that the election results had been falsified. He stated that the section protocols were doctored by State Security before their delivery to the regional commissions. Later in the week, however, after having more time to evaluate the results, he and other UDF spokesmen dropped many of their charges of fraud on election day and focused instead on the pre-election campaign, particularly the "manipulation" of the rural population by local BSP officials.
By the end of the week, it was also becoming apparent that some UDF figures were beginning to place blame on their coalition partners. The UDF should have created a shadow government, some maintained, but was not able to because the various UDF components could not agree on a division of offices. Some UDF leaders focused on the “extreme anti-Communism” of their partners. Others argued that a number of UDF figures were too close to the BSP, even charging that some might be agents of Bulgaria’s State Security.

In his final meeting with IFES on June 16, Dr. Zhelev was more philosophical, pointing to what had been achieved by the opposition during the short eight months that it had had to organize. In an opinion that seemed a mirror-image of that expressed by Alexander Lilov, he stated that he did not expect the BSP to remain united, and that its more progressive elements would gravitate to the UDF.

**Bulgarian Agrarian National Union (official)**

When the BANU-Nikola Petkov refused to break with the UDF, the official BANU decided to go it alone, entering a full slate of candidates in the June elections. The result was disastrous. The official BANU did not elect a candidate in the single-mandate districts or even place a candidate in the run-offs. Its eight per cent of the vote in the first round placed it barely ahead of the Party of Rights and Freedoms (representing Bulgaria’s Moslems) and gave it only 16 seats in the National Assembly.

Viktor Vulkov was clearly depressed. In his interview with IFES on June 14, he did not attribute his party’s poor showing to electoral fraud or a faulty electoral system. His only criticism along these lines was to the effect that most Bulgarian voters were not sufficiently sophisticated to vote a split ticket, supporting an Agrarian in the single-member district along with the proportional list of one of the other parties.

Vulkov’s election analysis stressed party self-criticism. BANU activists, he maintained, had become complacent during the years they shared power with the BCP and had forgotten how to run a real campaign. They sat in their offices, he stated, but made little effort to reach the voters. (This observation was later confirmed by members of the U.S. Embassy staff who had been observing the campaign and were struck by the absence of BANU political activity.) The BANU, he added, had accumulated a lot of bureaucratic dead wood and lost touch with its traditional constituency in the countryside, shown by the fact that it received about 60 per cent of its votes in urban areas.

Vulkov added that the BANU would not enter into any agreements with the Socialists and would support UDF candidates in the second electoral round. (This seems to be confirmed by the pattern of voting in Round 2.) He seemed to expect that at some point in the future there would be a unification with the BANU-NP, but that this would have to await a more general political realignment.
In the weeks after the election, the official BANU continued to keep its distance from the Socialists and joined the UDF in calling for the resignation of President Petur Mladenov.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Most people who agree to serve as election observers become aware that they have assumed a very delicate task. Observers are pledged to measure, document, and critique the efforts of the professional and volunteer election officers against an absolute standard of accuracy and impartiality, documenting both systematic and inadvertent violations of laws, regulations, and procedures.

There are a number of areas that require attention and improvement if the voting public is to continue developing and maintaining confidence in the effectiveness and impartiality of the electoral process. These concerns should be addressed by the CEC before the local elections later this year.

A. An accurate register of voters must be compiled and verified well before the 1990 local elections.

The CEC acted appropriately in abandoning the outdated lists originally posted, then working to correct the problems in subsequent lists reported by voters in the days before the elections. In the end, there were far fewer errors and omissions than many had feared.

However, "final" corrected lists were not posted until the Thursday before Sunday June 10 elections. When voters requested corrections, they were unable to ascertain whether the correction had been made until they actually came to the polling place to vote. Because this problem was largely a product of the extremely compressed schedule for the entire process, it can -- and should -- be corrected in the future.

B. The CEC should provide for public notification of the content of all electoral laws, regulations implementing those laws, rules for interpreting the laws and regulations, and election-related decisions of the Roundtable, the Grand National Assembly, all election officials, and the courts.

The following example illustrates this need: For Round One voting, registered voters who could not be in their home sections for good cause were issued absentee voting certificates, which could be used at any polling place in the nation. At the time, it was widely understood that no absentee voting would be allowed for Round Two elections.

However, during the morning of Round Two voting, a live broadcast by CEC Vice President Dimitur Popov noted:

If nevertheless, for any reason whatsoever a citizen has been or should be prevented from exercising his right to vote on election day, 17 June, in a given station, the citizen in question is urged to
immediately call on the CEC and to report which constituency, or local polling station is responsible for such an encroachment on his rights.

Some section committees interpreted this announcement as a change in CEC policy, allowing any person with a valid internal passport to vote at any polling place, providing the document proved that the individual had not already voted in Round Two.

Democratic election processes cannot truly exist without two conditions. First, all participants in the process must know and understand the rules. Second, the rules must not be changed without public knowledge and consent. While the intention of the CEC in changing the rule (increased voter participation) was laudable, Popov’s announcement led to confusion, decreased voter confidence in the new electoral system, and confrontations in the polling place between voters and electoral officials.

A full set of electoral laws, regulations to implement those laws, rules for interpreting the laws and regulations, and election-related decisions of the Roundtable, the Grand National Assembly, and the courts should be compiled, updated regularly, and made available at no cost to all district and region electoral commissions, political parties, nonpartisan voter information groups, and university libraries.

The CEC should devise one or more brochures on the voting process, the complaints process, the announcement of unofficial and official election results, and other topics on which information is frequently requested. Developing uniform answers to routine questions will free Commission members to address more complex matters.

C. Systems for monitoring compliance with campaign rules, processing complaints, redressing grievances, remedying campaign violations, enforcing judicial cease and desist orders, assigning civil or criminal penalties, and providing public participation in future election-related decisions are urgently needed.

More effective oversight of campaign activities deserves to be an important part of future election laws and regulations. Among the most frequent and serious types of alleged campaign improprieties that were brought to observers’ attention were:

- Threats to voters by employers concerning job status or terminations;
- Prohibited campaign activity during the 48 hours prior to the election;
- Threats of violence to political leaders;
- Destruction of campaign literature, and break-ins at political clubs;
- Interference with political rallies;
- Improper involvement of high-level military officers in political rallies; and
- Unlawful use of sporting events as a forum for political gatherings.

Article 31(2) of the Election Act gives the Central Election Commission the authority to

... deal with any grievances lodged against illegal acts and actions on the part of district election commissions ... [and to] rule on them in three days.". Article 32(5) gives the district electoral commission, in turn, authority to " ... deal with any grievances lodged against illegal rulings and actions on the part of the sectional electoral commissions....

Unfortunately, these provisions do not address the alleged improprieties listed above; i.e., problems associated with the actions of those other than the election commissioners themselves. Nor do they provide specific enough methods for dealing with some of the most important complaints and grievances arising during the June elections.

The current law provides only one form of redress for campaign grievances: the complaints are enclosed with the section protocol and transmitted to the regional commission, which refers them to the CEC, which refers them to the Great National Assembly. Currently, no investigatory body has been assigned to explore the complaints. There are no provisions for assigning civil or criminal penalties related to violations of the law.

Evidence was presented to IFES observers that existing standards and procedures for regulating campaign activities and preventing violations were not working effectively. Rules regulating campaign practices, and accompanying monitoring and enforcement procedures, appeared too general to deter violations. The central election commission, overworked in administering other aspects of the electoral system, was not able to take necessary action to investigate and make determinations on complaints alleging illegal campaign practices.

A fair election requires more than an open and effective balloting process. Regulation of pre-election campaign activities to assure an impartial and unencumbered opportunity for all political parties to present their candidates and platforms to the public is an essential element of the electoral system. For this reason, more effective mechanisms and procedures need to be established to
monitor campaign practices and activities, provide for prompt and objective consider­
ation and redress of complaints, and establish an organization authorized to set and enforce penalties for noncompliance and infringements.

D. Official observer credentials should be provided by the CEC.

In some polling places, party and nonpartisan election observers and poll­
watchers wore buttons or shirts to identify their status. However, they were then open to charges of violating regulations concerning the presence of campaign materials in the polling place.

To remedy this uncertainty, the CEC should consider designing and distributing official election observer credentials, featuring a photograph of the observer and his internal identification number. These uniquely-numbered badges would be distributed by the parties; the parties would maintain a record of assignment of badges. The introduction of official badges would both eliminate campaign clothing or buttons in the polling place, and would facilitate registration and training of official partisan and non-partisan observers.

E. In order to curtail the exorbitant cost of ballot paper, and the proliferation of political parties, parties should be required to register with the CEC by filing ballot petitions with the signatures and identification numbers of a minimum number of party members.

Forty parties fielded candidates in at least one district or region in the Round One elections. The descriptions of party ballots were colorful in the extreme: "white, with one blue, one yellow and one blue stripe" (Organization of Cardio­
Vascular Diseased People and Socially Vulnerable Citizens); also there were solid orange, blue, green, and red ballots. In Bulgaria, the genesis of the colored ballot representing a political party was voter illiteracy. With a current national literacy rate of over 95%, the tradition of colored ballot seems outmoded and needlessly expensive.

When the Roundtable decided to require that political parties (in addition to section, district, and region electoral commissions) be furnished with ballots, it became apparent that the new electoral system's legislative and administrative requirements would result in printing and distributing 3.5 times the actual number of ballots required for all single mandate and multi-mandate elections. The CEC estimated that for 6.9 million eligible voters, 700 million ballots had to be printed - of which only about 50 million were used at some point during the electoral process.

Another factor in the proliferation of political parties is language in the political Parties Act denying recognition to "organizations and movements ... based on ethnic or religious principles." Such groups were permitted to form separate
political organs for the specific purpose of participating in the election process. This prohibition primarily affected Turkish minorities and "nationalists" supporting the cause of ethnic Bulgarians; both groups formed parties and fielded candidates.

There is growing support for a requirement that parties qualify for ballot access by furnishing to the CEC or the Council of Ministers the signatures and national identification numbers of a minimum number of party members. The party would then be certified by the CEC, which would supply printed ballots. Currently, the candidate must simply file notice of candidacy and provide a list of supporters, with no verification of support.

F. The allocation of office space, office supplies and equipment, and other resources to political parties should be more equitable.

Opposition parties voiced numerous complaints regarding inequalities in the size and location of club offices provided by the government, and the rudimentary nature of their office equipment and supplies in comparison to those available to the BSP.

It was clear that opposition groups were forced to operate at a distinct disadvantage in many jurisdictions. By and large, opposition party offices were far smaller and less well equipped than BSP facilities. While as a practical matter it may be difficult to eliminate all pre-existing inequities, additional efforts are needed to help equalize access to suitable office locations and space, and to promote a fairer distribution of equipment and supplies.

G. Policies that disenfranchise large numbers of ethnic Turks forced into exile in 1989 should be eliminated as inconsistent with an open and democratic election system. Election officials in ethnic Turkish areas should apply voting standards that do not restrict access to the polls.

A special set of issues and problems surrounds the voting status and treatment of Bulgarians of Turkish heritage and Pomaks, particularly the approximately 300,000 who left the country in the summer of 1989 to escape Zhivkov's repressive policies. Under an agreement reached by the Roundtable, the estimated 175,000 Bulgarian Turks still in residence in other countries were permitted to vote in Round One elections on an absentee basis at Bulgarian embassies by presenting their external passports. They voted for candidates of seven single-member constituencies; their party-ticket votes were added to those of seven multi-member regions. Those returning to Bulgaria could also vote upon presentation of their internal passport or certification of their application for updated internal passports.

The problem this creates is that many of those forced to leave in 1989 were not given external passports by the Zhivkov government, and were stripped of their
Bulgarian citizenship (and therefore the right to use the internal passport) if they stayed abroad. And, only those citizens who had returned to Bulgaria less than two months before the elections, or had left more than five years previously were allowed to vote. It was clear that this rule had been devised to exclude the large numbers who had left in the summer of 1989 and returned immediately following the March 1990 policy changes.

Concerns were voiced about effects of the 1984 law requiring ethnic Turks to adopt Bulgarian names, and the March 1990 decision to allow re-adoption of the Turkish name. There was a tremendous potential for name changes to produce difficulty and confusion in voting registers, and create conflicts with passport document information. Fortunately, this potentiality was largely, but not completely, averted.

IFES observers witnessed many apparent attempts to prevent ethnic Turks from voting. For example, in Blenica three families of ethnics Turks who had just returned to Bulgaria from exile in June 1990 were denied the vote despite having a stamped external passport that met the standards set by the CEC. There was a general concern that incidents in which citizens with Turkish surnames were disenfranchised indicated a predisposition on the part of some section commissions to improperly exclude or discourage ethnic Turks from participating in the elections. While it appeared that incidents reported by Bulgarian Turks were appropriately resolved according to election rules once complaints were raised, the favorable resolution may have resulted solely from the presence of poll-watchers from the Party for Rights, and Freedoms.

It is essential that identical election commodities be used in every polling place, to avert charges of fraud or vote-tampering.

There were charges of envelopes that were transparent enough to see through, although use of such envelopes was not witnessed by IFES observers. Apparently this was true in a few places where the local authorities used envelopes from previous elections.
I. Instructions on the official protocol sheets must use clear, unambiguous language to guide electoral commissions in determining accurate electoral results.

On the protocol, commissions are given the following formula:

1. **Total Number of Voters on the Common and Additional Lists**
2. **Number of Registered Candidates**
3. **Number of the Electors Who Voted**
   (to be determined on the basis of the number of envelopes in the ballot box)
4. **Number of Invalid Ballots and Empty Envelopes**
5. **Number of Votes Cast for Each Candidate:**
   (a) for candidate
   (b) for candidate
   (etc.)

**NOTE:** Item 5 indicates only the valid ballots cast for each candidate. Invalid ballots and empty envelopes are not included.

The difficulty in reconciling the number of electors who voted with the number of envelopes containing ballots and with the actual number of ballots lies in the fact that if the elector put only one ballot in the envelope, the vote was still valid but the number of votes and the number of envelopes could not be balanced. In close elections where a few votes decided whether a candidate had reached the 50% mark and won, or had fallen short and would face a runoff election, this distinction was crucial. This problem could be mostly resolved by adding to the protocol information on the number of voters checked off the register as having voted, such as:

6. **Number of Names Checked as Having Voted:**

When the ramifications of the ambiguity became clear, the CEC decided to re-calculate only the very close results. Because the lack of time had become
such a crucial factor, in cases where there was no doubt about a majority, no changes were made to the numbers on the protocols. When the race was very close, if the number of votes to constitute a majority had been calculated incorrectly, a correction was made. The correction affected decisions on whether or not to conduct run-off (Round Two) elections in three districts.

In other words, the total number of invalid votes then became the difference between the number of voters and the number of valid votes cast for candidates. Although no change was made to the number of votes actually cast for any party or candidate, allegations that the CEC was changing the numbers on the protocols spread rapidly, and definitely had a detrimental impact on public perception of the validity and honesty of the electoral process.

J. More than one week is needed between the Round One and Round Two Elections. The CEC should also consider allowing the announcement of "unofficial" results.

By far the factor that caused the majority of election-related difficulties can be attributed to the insufficient time given to the CEC to carry out its mandate. From the outset of the process in March, too little time was available for the Commission to organize and carry out this first multi-party election in 57 years. It is a tribute to the commitment of the all-party CEC that it met every day from the day its members were appointed, through Round One election day on June 10, then around the clock through the June 14 announcement of official returns.

Unaware that the accurate calculation of official results may take up to three weeks, even in countries with a long history democratic elections, the CEC predicted that it would complete Round One tabulations and announce the results by the day following the elections. This proved to be impossible, leading to accusations of irregularities and fraud, resulting in large public demonstrations, as well as strident (and mostly unfounded) criticism of the competence of the CEC. Given the complexity of the voting system and the fact that Bulgarian voters in 59 countries cast absentee ballots on election day (rather than in advance, as in Canada and the United States), the CEC's ability to announce official results in four days was extremely impressive.

The CEC provided too little time between the Round One and Round Two elections. Many of the 81 Round Two candidates were not officially notified of the need for the June 17 runoff election until June 14, giving parties and candidates involved in Round Two had only a few days to prepare. Especially in light of the mechanics of facilitating Round One absentee voting -- striking the names of absentee voters from registers of their temporary Round One locations, and moving them back to their permanent home sections for Round 2 voting -- the task was overwhelming, leading to Popov's confusing election-day announcement. It would be desirable that the Round Two runoff elections be held no earlier than two weeks following Round One.
The media and the parties should be encouraged to announce the unofficial results on polling night or the day after. In order to facilitate this, they should be given copies of, or have access to, all the protocols from the section commissions. This would tend to satisfy the initial demand of the population for immediate election results and provide additional time for the CEC to review and issue the official results.
VII. EPILOGUE

On July 6, 1990 President Petur Mladenov resigned from office after admitting the authenticity of a December videotape in which he said "... let the tanks come." Mladenov, an architect of the coup that unseated Todor Zhivkov in November, tendered his resignation with the statement, "I do not want to become the cause for an escalation of tensions in the country."

Prime Minister Andrey Lukanov (BSP) resigned his post on July 28, saying of the leadership stalemate, "There are only two realistic variants -- a coalition government or a cabinet comprising personalities who can rely on parliamentary consensus." Despite three weeks and six attempts to select a president, none of the three candidates -- Chavdar Kyuranov of the BSP, Petur Dertliev of the UDF, and Viktor Vulkov of BANU/official -- had won the 271 votes necessary for a two-thirds majority.

On August 1, the Assembly elected UDF leader Zheliu Zhelev president, after the UDF threatened a permanent walkout, which would have necessitated new Assembly elections. Zhelev's nominee for vice president, Atanas Semerdjiev, was approved by acclamation.

The Assembly had set August 10 as the deadline for reaching agreement on a President. Rumors circulated that 12 to 14 BSP delegates would join the non-aligned Movement for Rights and Freedoms coalition, and that the Agrarians seemed closer to parliamentary consolidation. The Assembly on July 18 had elected three deputy chairmen: Nikodim Popov of the BANU - "Nikola Petkov"; Ivan Gushkov of the BANU (official); and Ginyo Ganev, chairman of the Fatherland Union.

Until bipartisan support for Zhelev broke the stalemate, the UDF coalition had refused to participate in any government which remained under the control of a BSP parliamentary majority, declaring, "Such participation is doomed in advance to failure, given that the Communist apparatus has not been dismantled at the local levels, in the courts, in the prosecutors' service, in the economic administration, in the Army, or in the Ministry of Internal Affairs."

Meanwhile, hundreds of students, teachers, and artists established a tent "City of Truth" outside the BSP headquarters where their demands for new parliamentary elections could not be ignored. They demanded the resignation of Mladenov. They demanded the removal of Georgi Dimitrov's body from its tomb and that adulation of the father of Bulgarian Communism be halted. On July 16 the body was removed, cremated, and the ashes buried.

Under Zhelev, the Assembly faces a $10.6 billion foreign debt (with a hard currency reserve of under $600 million) and heightened consumer unrest. The price of gasoline has doubled, lines outside the shops are lengthening, and some rationing has begun. Although many believe Zhelev's nomination marks the beginning of the end of the BSP, it also marks the beginning of a greater challenge: governing during an economic crisis.
MEDIA REPORT: LIST OF BULGARIAN PUBLICATIONS
MONITORED BY THE IFES OBSERVER TEAM


*Demokratsia*, organ of the Union of Democratic Forces (an alignment of sixteen opposition political parties and movements). Appears daily in a four-page format. Printed, in obviously inadequate facilities, on paper of inferior quality. Is anything but sleek (as *Duma* is, by Bulgarian standards) in terms of graphic design. Differing estimates place its circulation at 300,000.

*Svoboden Narod*, organ of the Social Democratic Party which is affiliated with the Union of Democratic Forces. Appears daily in a four-page format similar to that of *Demokratsia* and sharing with it the same problems with regard to newsprint, printing facilities and graphic design. Even the most generous estimates do not claim a circulation in excess of 100,000 copies.

*Zmedekslo Zname*, currently independent organ, formerly allied with the Bulgarian National Agrarian Union - official. Appears daily in a four-page format. Although printed with the help of better equipment and on better quality paper, its graphic attractiveness is somewhere between that of *Duma* and *Demokratsia*. Has an estimated circulation of 150,000.

*Otechestven Vestnik*, organ of the purportedly non-political Fatherland Union (formerly known as the Father Front, a Communist front organization active among non-Party members). Appears daily in a four-page format that has all the technical advantages of its sister publication, *Duma*. Its editors claim a circulation of 200,000.

*Sofia News*, described by its publisher, the Sofia Press Agency, as "an independent weekly publication in English, German, French, Spanish, Russian and Bulgarian." Appears in a sixteen-page tabloid format. Technically, it is almost on a par with the *New York Daily News*. Aimed primarily at foreign visitors, *Sofia News* is available free of charge at all tourist hotels. No circulation estimates are available, but it would not be an exaggeration to place the weekly's total circulation (in all its language editions) at 250,000.

*Reporter 7*, an independent, privately owned weekly on domestic political affairs with an undisguised anti-Communist slant. Appears in an eight-page fairly decent format which indicates that the publishers have both the energy and connections to ensure a better technical quality for their publication. No circulation data available.

*Pogled*, organ of the Union of Bulgarian Journalists. Appears weekly in an attractive, two-color sixteen-page format. During the election campaign, it carried full-
БЪЛГАРСКАТА ИСТОРИЯ И ИЗНЕРЖИТЕЛНИЯ ЗАКЪЛ НЕ ИЗПЪЛЯВАНИЯ ЗАЛОГИ

Възможно е някои детайли от 1960-те години да бъдат възстановени от поколенията, които са имали възможността да ги преживеят. Българската история е богата на обществени и политически събития, които са влияли върху развитието на страната. В този контекст, е важно да се разбере, че историята е характеризирана със значителен брой конфликти, войни и политически промени, които са изменили състоянието на страната и народите в нея.
page political advertisements of all contending parties, including the monarchists. Covers mainly domestic, but also some international, issues. In spite of being by definition a trade publication, it carried very little material related to the journalistic profession during the period June 3 - 22, 1990. No circulation data available.

Podkrepa, weekly magazine published by the Confederation of Labor, an affiliate of the Union of Democratic Forces. Appears in an attractive, two-color, twelve-page format. Parallels Demokratsia both in content and circulation.
FOREIGN GUESTS VOICE SATISFACTION

Foreign guests visiting Varna for the elections are satisfied. Professor Richard Smolka of Washington, D.C. and Mr. Norbert Yasharoff of the International Foundation for Electoral Systems shared with us [the following observation]: "We are equally satisfied with the cooperative attitude of the Central Electoral Commission and with what we are seeing today."
THE "BLACK BAGS" WERE PUT TO GOOD USE

The "black bags" with special zippers, which were imported from abroad for the purpose of transmitting election documents, were used as intended not only during the first round of elections, but also yesterday.

Placed in these bags, the election protocols were transported from the regional electoral commissions to the Central Electoral Commission.

The "black bags" were not used to transmit protocols prepared by the section (precinct-level) electoral commissions to the regional electoral commissions, because the number of section commissions -- over 12,000 -- exceeded by far the quantity of available bags.

Notwithstanding that, any possibility of election fraud was averted by the fact that section electoral commissions were issuing on the spot, for the benefit of the political forces and the general public, extracts of their protocols.

During the first round of elections, the entire capital city of Sofia represented one multi-mandate region under the proportional system (the 21st). Protocols of election results under this system were not transmitted in "black bags" from the more than 1,600 polling stations to the offices of the regional electoral commission in the Capital People’s Council [Sofia City Hall] -- as was the case with the transfer of protocols from other polling stations to other regional commissions.

Under the majority system, the offices of the regional electoral commissions in Sofia were located in [the buildings] of the municipal people’s councils [municipal town halls]. From these councils election protocols were transmitted to the Central Electoral Commission in "black bags" -- a procedure followed throughout the country.

Yesterday, all regional electoral commissions, whose task was to preside over the second round of voting under the majority system, received one "black bag" each in order to submit their protocols in sealed packaging to the Central Electoral Commission.
"Черните чантички" бяха използвани

Внесените от чужбина "черни чантички" със специални за кожички за пренасяне на изборните документи бяха използвани по предназначение върху първия тур на изборите, това и вчерашът. В тях всички изборни протоколи намираха пътя си от районните избирателни комисии до Централната избирателна комисия.

Протоколите на сеченонните избирателни комисии не са почувствани в районните чрез "черни чантички", тъй като броят на сеченонните комисии — над 12 000, многократно е надиша във броя на чантичките. При това обаче всеки възможен ност за фалшификация е изключена, защото още на място също избирателните комисии изготвят извлечения за политическите сили и гражданиите.

При първия тур на изборите един — 21-и многомандатен район по пропорционалната система. Изборните протоколи по тази система бяха пренасяни от над 1600-те избирателни секции до районната избирателна комисия в София и народен съвет без употреба на "черни чантички" също така, както и от другите районни секции до другите районни комисии.

По нашоритарната система районните избирателни комисии в София се намират в общностите народни съвети — от там до Централната избирателна комисия чантичките са използвани, като в целия страна.

Вчерашният събрание избирателни комисии, който опово провеждаха избори по нашоритарната система, получиха по една "черна чантичка", за да доставят протоколите в пломбирована обкръжка в Централната избирателна комисия.

ЛЮБОМИР МАЛИНОВ
"Prof. John Bell on the Choice between the Devil You Know and the Devil You Don't"

The American political analyst John D. Bell was in Bulgaria as an official observer of the elections. He is a professor of history at the University of Maryland and president of the Bulgarian Studies Association. His contribution to the study of Bulgarian history is the books *Peasants in Power* (analyzing the views of Stamboliski and the BANU), *History of the BCP* (an analysis of the Communist regime to 1987), and a series of scientific articles and publications.

- Prof. Bell, would you tell us something about the work and purpose of your association?

- The Bulgarian Studies Association of the USA and Canada, of which I am president, is an academic organization that brings together scholars with an interest in Bulgaria. We organize seminars and symposia, disseminate information for our specialists, publish a newsletter with useful facts about events in Bulgaria, and prepare congresses. We will soon hold the Fifth Congress of Bulgarian Studies. In October we will hold a seminar on the theme of Bulgaria in the 1980s. We have about 250 members.

- Where does your personal interest in Bulgaria come from?

- It developed almost accidentally. I was originally a major in Russian language and literature. Our universities require students in this field to know additional Slavic languages. At my university, Yale in the USA, Professor Charles Moser was giving a course in Bulgarian which I took. Later I decided to turn to history, and my knowledge of the language edged me toward Bulgarian history. I had the idea of making a comparison between Populism in Bulgaria and Russia, which led me to begin the study of the Agrarian movement of Stamboliski.

- As a historian and specialist on Bulgaria, what new have you learned about Bulgarians from these elections?

- The result of the elections came as a surprise to me. I had assumed that when people had the opportunity to vote for or against Communism they would automatically vote against. I don't believe in the innate conservatism of the Bulgarian soul. Perhaps the explanation must be sought elsewhere - in unchanged national psychology, particularly among the rural population. The Bulgarian (as well as other Balkan peoples) have learned from experience that change is usually change for the worse. We have a saying that may be valid for Bulgarian thinking: "The devil that you know is better than the devil that you don't."

- In my conversation with Prof. Marin Pundeff of the University of California, I asked him as an historian if he
regarded history as an exact science, particularly in view of the way it has been reshaped in only the last few decades.

- History is a science, but science is not always exact or precise. Science is a way of studying events. One can practice science as an historian, just as one can be a charlatan as a physicist. Science is a method, not a set of results.

- You have deeply studied the history of the Communist Party. What were your thoughts as you were writing your book and what basic sources did you use for it?

- My intention was to focus on the mechanisms of power used by a ruling Communist Party. I was most interested in the period immediately after the Second World War when the political opposition was eliminated, and when the disease in Bulgarian political life began. Of more recent developments, I was interested in developments beginning in the 1960s, in what a chapter of the book called "The Era of Zhivkov." My sources for the book included the works of Bulgarian emigree historians and the Reportage from Far Away of Georgi Markov as a direct source on the situation in Bulgaria. These were sources that historians in Bulgaria could not use.

- As someone who knows well the past, you should be good at predictions. What is your prognosis for the future of Bulgaria?

- I often say that for us historians it is easier to predict the past than the future. . . . I think that the best course for Bulgaria would be to develop its relationships with the West in partnership with the other East European countries. Bulgaria by itself will not be a focus of Western interest. I am afraid that if the process of democratization is delayed or long drawn out, it will separate Bulgaria from the other East European countries moving more rapidly toward western style democracy. I think it was perhaps a mistake that Bulgaria began with parliamentary elections. It would have been better to have begun with local elections to change the situation in the countryside.

- What question do your students most often ask about Bulgaria?

- Where is Bulgaria? That is a joke. . . . Actually there is a good deal of interest in the present situation. They have trouble understanding why the process of breaking with the past has been slower than in other countries. We are witnessing now an "intellectual emigration" from the East which has a tragic dimension. It can only be halted by creating more attractive conditions for work for the intelligentsia in its own country.

- But still the intelligentsia in Eastern Europe is increasing its influence. It is playing a genuine role as the leader of the nation toward freedom and democracy. . . .
- Intellectual freedom, that is "glasnost," has been the main achievement of your intelligentsia in recent years. The best hope for the future lies in this "brain trust," the national intelligentsia, which is the primary source of ideas and progress in society. If it drains away slowly to the West, it would be a genuine disaster for Bulgaria.

We present the chapter "The Historical Context" by Prof. John Bell, taken from the report of the International Foundation for Electoral Systems located in Washington - The 1990 Bulgarian Elections: a Pre-election Technical Assessment.

There follows a translation of pages 6-12 of the IFES pre-election report.
ПРОФ. ДЖОН БЕЛ ЗА ИЗБОРНА МЕЖДУ

Познание и непознание ДЯВОЛ

Американският политически Джен Джен Джен Бел от България се запозна със събитията към българската външна политика във връзка с взаимодействието между Западната и Источната Европа. Той е професор по история в научния институт на Софийската университетска област. Той е автор на няколко книги по история, включително "Познание и непознание ДЯВОЛ". В книгата си, Джен Бел излага своите убеждения, че е възможно да не се познава цялата история, и че някои събития остават непознати за обществеността.

---

ИСТОРИЙСКИЯ КОНТЕКСТ

Често се съмнявам, че българите имат особена връзка със своята история. В някои случаи, ние нямаме способността да се запомнят за нещата, които не са ни налице. В други случаи, ние ни бива да забравим за нещата, които ни са налице.
Today (June 12, 1990), Dr. Zhelyu Zhelev met with the American political scientist and observer of the elections in our country, John D. Bell, who is a professor of history and president of the University of Maryland’s Association for Bulgarian Studies.

"I met with Professor Zhelev to continue our conversation of [over] a month ago on the subject of the Electoral Law. Dr. Zhelev expressed the sincere hope that everything will proceed in a democratic and humane manner and that all kinds of violence will be avoided. In the course of our meeting, we discussed the future of the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF) and its firm determination not to join a coalition government led by the currently ruling Socialist (Communist) Party."

Also discussed was the intention of the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) to conduct a thorough and detailed study of the electoral process in our country. The UDF has undertaken to hand over all data on election violations to IFES, whose representative in Bulgaria is Professor Bell.

Professor Bell has brought with him one thousand copies of Dr. Zhelev's book, "Fascism," which was published in its Bulgarian original in the United States. According to Professor Bell, the book represents a serious contribution to the understanding of history and to the study of one-party, totalitarian systems. Dr. Bell hopes that the work will also appear in English translation.
Принос към съвременната история

Днес д-р Жело Желев се срещна с американския политолог и наблюдател на изборите в нашата страна Джон Д. Бел, професор по история и президент на Асоциацията за български изследвания в Мерилендския университет.

Срещата беше на място и на мястото, където имахме преди един месец, за да обсъдим законоайството. Д-р Желев разказа за съзнанието на изборния процес в нашата страна. СДС ще предаде всички данни за избори на Фондация, която представител в България е професор Бел.

Професор Бел ще донесе 1000 бройки от книгата на д-р Желев „Фашизъмът“, която бяха издадени на български в Съветските страни и които според професор Бел представляват сериозен принос за разбирането на съвременната история и на еднопартийните тоталитарни системи. Той се надява книгата да бъде издадена и на английски.

Борис СПИРИДОНОВ
MEDIA REPORT: THE BULGARIAN PRESS
COVERAGE OF THE IFES OBSERVER TEAM

Svoboden Narod (Free People), Organ of the Bulgarian Social Democratic Party, June 11, 1990

(Relevant excerpt from the article, "Everybody Decides According to His Conscience," which begins on the bottom of the front page and continues on the bottom of page three)

"...Mr. Richard Smolka is a member of the [elections] observer team sent [to Bulgaria] by the Washington-based International Foundation for Electoral Systems. He is also a professor of civil law at American University.

QUESTION: Mr. Smolka, what are your first impressions of the way in which the Bulgarian elections have been organized?

ANSWER: A group of us representing the International Foundation for Electoral Systems visited Bulgaria last April. At that time, we met with representatives of the Central Electoral Commission to find out if we could be of some help in the preparations for the elections. At the request of the Bulgarian side, we sent a shipment of ballot security envelopes made of opaque black plastic and equipped with red zippers which are closed after the ballots [protocols] are placed inside and can be opened only if their special security seals, provided for the purpose of ensuring that the envelopes are not tampered with, are broken. The number of plastic envelopes [bags] is three hundred, which should be enough to cover all regional electoral commissions. We also supplied a quantity of computer paper.

Having visited several polling stations, I am impressed with the number of people who turned out to vote early in the morning. I observed at the time the elections that were held in Poland, and I have just arrived from an election observer mission to Czechoslovakia. There is great similarity between the Czechoslovak and the Bulgarian elections, except for the fact that in Czechoslovakia voters had to cast three, rather than two, ballots - which, naturally, prolonged the process of voting.
ВСЕКИ РЕШАВА ПО СЪВЕСТ

(Продължение от стр. 1)

Избрали, како и избирателите, за всеки един, с който говориме: досега, казващия, че не гласува за партията "Д", или за партиите "Б" и "В", подчертава, че те били до това решение само, без убеждение във връзка с мото и да било. Вие се искаме да знаете как да с тях. И даже да с тях, където възможното е да намерите: изборите в България да намерите своето място и притежание на демокрация, която е възможна и в Европа. Това е имало голяма власт във всички избирателни списъци за 1984 г.

АЛВИН БРИКО: От всички разговори, които се носиха, се забелязва, че избората, за които се явяват на българските граждани, са с най-голям интерес на избирателите. Да бъдат, корекции от тях, че всичко е подобрено.

- Какво е противоположното във всичките избирателни списъци за 1984 г.

А. Б.: - Според мен, както е съществуващото, както е избирателната традиция в България, избирателната система с две партии е една от най-големите проблеми в България, избирателната система с две партии е една от най-големите проблеми в България.

- Кадърът на избирателите и на партийните организации е най-голямата проблема в България, избирателната система с две партии е една от най-големите проблеми в България.

ГЕОРГЕВЪР БЪЛСИК: Откриваме, че избирателите са убедени, че външната политика на изборите се облада, че кореспонденцията на изборите е облада, че външната политика на изборите е облада, че външната политика на изборите е облада, че външната политика на изборите е облада.


- РОБЕРТ ДЖ. ЛАГОМАРСИ: Никога не съм бил на съставите на международната организация за избирателни списъци за международните отношения на Демократическата партия и Републиканска партия на САЩ.
APPENDIX TWO

LIST OF TOWNS IN WHICH POLLING PLACES WERE VISITED
LIST OF TOWNS IN WHICH POLLING PLACES WERE VISITED

Members of the IFES observer team interviewed election officials and/or visited polling places in these towns during primary and/or runoff elections.

Aldemirovts
Bansko
Brenitsa
Bourgas
Chernogorovo
Gotse Delchev
Gurman
Krumovgrad
Kurdjali
Lovech
Lubenovo
Malo Kenare
Osina
Pazardzhik
Peleshat
Pernik
Pishtigovo
Pleven
Plovdiv
Pravets
Radinovo
Satovcha
Slivnitsa
Slavjanovo
Sofia
Sopot
Stanke Dimitrov
Teteven
Troyan
Veliko Turnovo
Varna
Zvezdel
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METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION ELECTION RESULTS: THE D'HONDT FORMULA
METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION ELECTION RESULTS: THE D'HONDT FORMULA

I. General Considerations

1. The present methodology has been worked out and adopted by the Central Electoral Commission in accordance with Article 77 of the Law on the Election of the Grand National Assembly.

2. This methodology regulates the distribution of the 200 seats in the Grand National Assembly determined by the proportional principle.

3. The calculations for the distribution of these seats will take place in the Central Electoral Commission.

II. The Distribution of Seats in the Grand National Assembly among Political Parties and Coalitions

4. The calculations will be made on the basis of the voting results in the 28 multi-member electoral regions, designated in the decree of the president of the republic on the basis of Article 18 in the Law on the Election of the Grand National Assembly.

5. The data will be taken from the protocols of the precinct electoral commissions which the regional electoral commissions will send to the Central Electoral Commission.

6. The distribution of seats will be based on the valid votes for the parties and election coalitions.
   NB: Further on, whenever the terms "votes" or "regions" are used they refer to "valid votes" and "multi-member electoral regions."

7. The number of votes cast for each party and coalition in the 28 regions will be added together.
   NB: In this way a so-called "general party total" for the country as a whole will be arrived at for each party and coalition.

8. All valid ballots cast for any party or coalition will be added together.
   NB: In this way the "general election total" is determined. This is the sum of all votes cast for all lists in the 28 regions. The "general election total" is equal to sum of all the "general party totals."

9. It is then calculated how many votes constitute 4% of the "general election total."
10. On the basis of Article 76 of the Law on the Election of the Grand National Assembly, parties and coalitions receiving less than 4% of the total number of valid ballots are excluded from participating in the distribution of seats in the proportional system. The votes cast for them are excluded from the following calculations.

11. The 200 seats are distributed among the parties and coalitions that have reached or surpassed the 4% barrier described in points 9 and 10.

12. The calculating procedure, known in law and mathematics as the method of D'Hondt, will be applied to the "general party totals."

The computation may be expressed as follows: The "general party totals" are placed next to each other and divided by whole numbers 1, 2, 3, ..., etc. After this the seats are apportioned strictly in accordance to the diminishing size of the divided parts.

III. The Distribution of Seats by Electoral Regions

13. The number of seats for each party and coalition arrived at through the D'Hondt method are distributed through the 28 regions according to the lists of the parties and coalitions. This is done by again applying D'Hondt's method strictly in accordance with the following requirements:

   (1) Parties and coalitions receive seats only in the regions in which they have electoral lists registered.

   (2) The total number of individuals elected from each party or coalition is equal to the number of seats that the party (or coalition) has received in the first distribution according to the D'Hondt method for the country as a whole as described in point 12.

   (3) In each region the number of seats assigned is that determined by the decree of the president of the republic.

NB: If the number of individuals elected in a given region is larger than the number indicated in the decree, then the surplus seats in that region are distributed to regions in which the number of individuals elected did not attain the number indicated in the decree; that latter situation will usually be created when the repeated application of the D'Hondt method results in numbers to small to qualify for seats. The party (or coalition) to which these small numbers belong will have them translated into one or more seats in regions which have a "surplus" of seats.
IV. Example of the Method's Application

The following numerical table shows how twenty-five seats would be apportioned among the five parties A, B, C, D, and E. The example assumes that the country is divided into 6 multi-member electoral regions R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6. The number of seats which belong to each region and the number of valid ballots cast for parties (or coalitions) in each region and the whole country is shown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seats / Regions</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 (7 s)</td>
<td>700,000</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>320,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 (5 s)</td>
<td>550,000</td>
<td>550,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 (4 s)</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 (4 s)</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 (3 s)</td>
<td>250,000</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 (2 s)</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2,400,000</td>
<td>2,100,000</td>
<td>900,000</td>
<td>360,000</td>
<td>240,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first application of D'Hondt's method for the distribution of seats on the national level (as described in point 12) gives the following result:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Divisor</th>
<th>Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,400,000 /1 2,100,000 /2 900,000 /5 360,000 /14 240,000 /22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,200,000 /3 1,050,000 /4 450,000 /11 180,000 120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>800,000 /6 700,000 /7 300,000 /17 120,000 80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>600,000 /8 525,000 /9 225,000 /25 90,000 60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>480,000 /10 420,000 /12 180,000 72,000 48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>400,000 /13 350,000 /15 150,000 60,000 40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>342,857 /16 300,000 /18 128,571 51,429 34,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>300,000 /19 262,500 /21 112,500 45,000 30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>266,667 /20 233,333 /24 100,000 40,000 26,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>240,000 /25 210,000 90,000 36,000 24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>212,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first seat is assigned to the highest number, in this case 240,000, located in the column of party A. The second seat is assigned to the second highest number, in this case 210,000, located in the column of party B. The assignment continues until the last, 25th, seat is assigned.

If the division produces equal numbers, the seats are assigned first to the number that appears higher in the table. This is shown here in the distribution of seats 17, 18, and 19.
The final result of the distribution of the 25 seats among the 5 parties on the national level is as follows: party A receives 10 seats; party B - 9 seats; party C - 4 seats; parties D and E - one seat each.

These seats must now be assigned to individual deputies on the basis of the party lists in each region. To do this the D'Hondt method is applied to each party based on the votes it received in each region. For each party the assignment of seats continues until the number reaches the number determined in the first application of the D'Hondt method on the national level.

Party A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>700000</td>
<td>550000</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>350000</td>
<td>250000</td>
<td>150000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>350000</td>
<td>275000</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>175000</td>
<td>125000</td>
<td>75000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>233333</td>
<td>183333</td>
<td>133333</td>
<td>116666</td>
<td>83333</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>175000</td>
<td>137500</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>87500</td>
<td>62500</td>
<td>37500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party A receives 3 seats in the 1st and 2nd regions, 2 in the third region, and one each in the 5th and 6th regions.

Party B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>600000</td>
<td>550000</td>
<td>450000</td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>50000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300000</td>
<td>275000</td>
<td>225000</td>
<td>175000</td>
<td>75000</td>
<td>25000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>183333</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>16666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150000</td>
<td>137500</td>
<td>112500</td>
<td>75000</td>
<td>37500</td>
<td>12500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party B receives 3 seats in the 1st and 2nd regions, 2 in the 3rd region, and one in the 4th region.

Party C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>320000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>110000</td>
<td>120000</td>
<td>180000</td>
<td>120000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>160000</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>55000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>90000</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>140000</td>
<td>16666</td>
<td>36666</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>27500</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>45000</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party C receives 3 seats in the 1st region and 1 seat in the 5th region.

Party D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>110000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>55000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party D receives 1 seat in the 6th region.
### Party E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>80000 /</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>70000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>35000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Party E receives 1 seat in the 4th region.

This gives the following distribution for the six electoral regions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>By the above computation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Presidential Decree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So far there are two "extra" seats in R1, 1 "extra" seat in R2, and 1 "unoccupied" seat in each of R4, R5, and R6.

The largest number to which a seat was not assigned in R6 is 150000 for party A; in R5 it is also 150000 but for party B; and in R4 it is 175000 for party A.

The distribution is completed by taking seats 8 and 10 for party A from R1 and R2 and assigning them to R4 and R6 and by taking seat 8 for party B from R1 and assigning it to R5. In this way every seat in each region is occupied. The total number of seats assigned to the parties does not change, but their distribution is as follows:

- Party A receives 2 seats in R1, R2, R3, and R4 and 1 seat in R5 and R6 for a total of 10. Party B receives 3 seats in R2, 2 seats in R1 and R3, and one seat in R4 and R5 for a total of 9.
- Party C receives 3 seats in R1 and 1 seat in R5 for a total of 4.

R1 has exactly 7 seats; R2 5 seats; R3 4 seats; R4 4 seats; R5 3 seats; and R6 2 seats.

This completes the distribution of seats by party (or coalition) and electoral region.
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MINUTES OF SELECTED MEETINGS OF THE CENTRAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF SELECTED MEETINGS OF THE
CENTRAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION

The Central Election Commission made available to IFES the minutes of its meetings. The following excerpts from these minutes clarify some points of the election law, indicate the sort of problems brought before the CEC during the period of the elections, and provide a picture of the its daily operations.

June 6, 1990, 9:00 am

1. With regard to the letter from the Supreme Council of the BSP of 5 June: the district people’s councils in Veliko Turnovo and Polski Trumbesh must provide a full supply of ballots at once to the legal representatives of the party so that they may be distributed to the BSP’s members, supporters, and sympathizers.

With regard to the BSP ballots in Burgas Province that have been printed in varying shades of red and in different sizes (a difference of a few millimeters), the CEC finds that this does not render them invalid and they may be used in the election.

2. If the regional electoral commissions receive ballots for candidates in other regions, they must immediately send them to the regions where they are supposed to go.

3. With regard to the report from the secretary of the Sofia People’s Council Elen Petrov about the differences in the spelling on the ballot of the first name of Mr Zhelev (on some it is spelled "Zheliu," on others "Zhelio"), the CEC rules that this does not affect the validity of the ballots. Both are equally valid. The Sofia People’s Council should be informed of this decision at once so that it should distribute the ballots to the parties.

June 7, 1990, 3:00 pm.

1. Concerning the oral report given by Dimitur Boev that in Sopot the commander of the unit intends to give leave to 400 troops on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in order to prevent their voting, the CEC assigns Mr Karaichev the task of ascertaining whether this is true, and if it is true he should immediately ask the Ministry of Defense to take the appropriate measures.

June 8, 1990, 3:30 pm.

1. In reference to the inquiry of the Academy of Medicine regarding voting in hospitals, the CEC finds that its previous rulings should be adhered to. Specifically:
- Patients in sickbed who cannot be transported to the voting place will not vote.

- Patients who do not possess written permission for absentee voting will be inscribed on the voter list on the basis of the number of their internal passport. This information will be communicated by telegraph to the patient's local section, where his name will be stricken from the voter list.

- This process must be completed prior to election day and will not be allowed on the day of the election itself.

2. In reference to the telegram from the Regional Electoral Commission of the single-member district #133 (Elin Pelin) regarding the incorrect listing on the ballot of the candidate of the Liberal Party - Pernik ("Angel Dimitrov Naidenov" instead of "Angel Dimitrov Angelov"), the CEC finds: that the incorrect listing of the candidate's third name (Naidenov instead of Angelov) does not invalidate the ballot.


1. When a party belongs to a coalition, the coalition and not the individual party nominates candidates for the National Assembly. The present case, however, concerns the removal of candidates from the ballot. The nominated candidates have not objected to the removal of their names that was requested by the party to which they belong.

The leadership of the coalition "Political Opposition Bloc - Center" was informed that the party Vrabcha - 1 was withdrawing from the coalition and that the names of the candidates from that party would be removed from the ballot in the Third Varna Multi-member District and did not object within the time period allowed by the law.

While the Supreme Court may overturn the decisions of the CEC, should this happen on 9 June, the day before the election, the names of the candidates still cannot be restored to the ballot since there is no practical way of accomplishing this.

2. In reference to the letter #1021 from the Union of Democratic Forces regarding the registration of the candidate Velin Ivanov Kerimov as its sixteenth candidate on the proportional list in the 21st Sofia region, the CEC finds that it cannot legally allow this since the registration of candidates was conducted according to the rules established in Article 42 of the Election Law.

3. The CEC will send a communication to the Association for Fair Elections, to its leader Mr. Kevorkian, to the effect that according to the CEC's decisions there may be no analysis or prognostications regarding the results of the elections if they are
not based on the final and official results announced by the CEC. There may also be no parallel counting of the votes or reporting of results based on parallel counting.

A similar letter will be sent to Col. General Dobrev, First Deputy Minister of National Defense and Chief of the General Staff of the Bulgarian People's Army. It will be added that according to the decisions of the CEC, section commissions are obligated to provide copies of its completed protocols to all persons who have the status of guests, including the representatives of the Association for Fair Elections and of the Movement for Free and Democratic Elections.

June 10, 1990, 5:00 pm.

1. PRESIDENT ZHIVKO STALEV: "I propose the following ruling:

   If the [section] electoral commission finds that the ballot box cannot hold any more ballots, then it may use a second box.

   Before it may be used it must be opened in the presence of the commission members, the representatives of the parties, and the citizens present in the voting place, so that they may see it is empty.

   After it is sealed in the same way as the first box, it may be used for the rest of the envelopes. The decision to use a second ballot box will be noted on the protocol. On the protocol will be noted the time that the decision was made.

   The first ballot box will remain in view of the electoral commission, without being opened until the voting is over.

   After the voting is completed, the two boxes will be opened one after the other. The contents of the two boxes will be placed on the table, and the commission will proceed with the counting just as though there had been only a single ballot box."

2. PRESIDENT ZHIVKOV STALEV: "Bulgarian citizens who have returned from abroad but who have not brought with them a Bulgarian passport may vote using a foreign passport as identification. Those in favor: 4. Those opposed: 14. The majority rules."

3. [SECRETARY] DIMITUR POPOV: "As a result of the measures adopted, an adequate supply of ballots has been assured everywhere and since 12:00 there has been no complaint anywhere about the absence of ballots or about their theft. The election process has not been halted anywhere."
As of 2:30 pm over 60% of eligible voters have cast ballots; as of 5:00 pm over 80%, and in some places 94%.

There have been no serious violations of public order, no excesses, no serious incidents."

PRESIDENT ZHIVKO STALEV: "On the basis of the information you have, would it be fair to say that the elections have been conducted peacefully?"

DIMITUR POPOV: "Absolutely."

4. In reference to the report in the paper Demokratia of 10 June that a mass meeting will be held on the 11th at 6:00 pm, the CEC directs the attention to the Coordinating Council of the Union of Democratic Forces and of the president of the Sofia People's Council to the fact that the place of the meeting, Alexander Nevsky Square [in front of the National Assembly Building housing the CEC] will interfere with the work of the Commission since final elections results will hardly be reported by 6:00 p.m.

Consequently, the CEC appeals to the Coordinating Council of the Union of Democratic Forces and to the president of the Sofia People's Council to find another place for this meeting.

This decision will be communicated at once to the Coordinating Council of the UDF and its president, Mr Zhelev, and to the president of the Sofia People's Council.

5. The room in the National Assembly that will hold documents and protocols related to the election must remain under constant guard from the time materials begin to arrive until the CEC has completed its work.

The Secretary of the Operational Bureau or its Director, Mr [Dimitur] Popov will hold the key to this room.

6. In reference to the report referred to the CEC that the regional electoral commission #183 (Sofia; Red Star District) has decided that section commissions in region 183 may not give out copies of their protocols until the regional commission has prepared its protocol: the CEC informs the 183rd regional electoral commission that all section commissions in the country, and this would include those in region 183, are required to make copies of their protocols available immediately after they are signed by the members of the section commission.

June 11, 1990.

1. In view of the fact that the regional electoral commission in the 93rd (Peshtera)
electoral region committed an error in calculating the results in the single-member district - it used the number of voters as its base rather than the number of valid ballots - the CEC finds that the proposal to hold a run-off election in this district is unfounded. If the calculation of the results is correctly made, i.e. on the basis of the number of valid ballots cast, then the candidate Belcho Antonov Belchev has received more than 50% (50.23%) and has therefore been legally elected.

The basis for counting votes cast is to take the number of voters and subtract from it the number of invalid ballots and empty envelopes. If on this basis no candidate has received more than 50%, there must be a second round of voting.

The two candidates who have received the most votes compete in the second round. In the specific case of the 90th (Pazardzhik) single-member district Petur Dimitrov Nikolakov and Stoian Dimitrov Ganev will compete in the second round.

June 12, 1990, 12:00 pm.

1. The CEC instructs the Secretary of the Commission Dimitur Popov to determine without delay whether the votes received from abroad have been assigned to their proper regions, and if so to quickly inform the appropriate electoral commissions. He should remind those regional commissions that they are required to submit their protocols as soon as possible after receiving this information.

He should check on the results from region #44 (Lukovit), and if one of the candidates there has received substantially more votes than the others, the commission should proceed without waiting for the results from the two sections in Libya that are located in the wilderness and about which neither the CEC nor the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has any information.

2. The CEC finds that the votes cast for the proportional lists in the region #21 (Sofia) may be published. But it must be stressed in the press release that these data are from "Sofinform," the center that serves the capital people's council. They have been given to the CEC by the people's council. They are preliminary, not official, figures and do not commit the CEC.

3. The CEC finds that the results in every single-member district for which the CEC has final data must be released as soon as possible. It must be made known in which districts there will be run-offs on June 17 and who the candidates will be.

The CEC instructs the local people's councils in the regions in which a second round will be held to prepare voter lists for the second round.

4. The CEC rules that it cannot investigate the complaints of irregularities in the elections. Material on these complaints will be given to a committee of the Grand National Assembly for investigation and decision.
5. In the second round there will be no permission for absentee voting. Voting in the second round will be based on place of residence only. In this regard the names of voters who voted outside their home sections must be stricken from the voter lists in the places where they voted in the first round and restored to the lists in their home districts.

Names of those who have died since 10 June shall be removed from the voter lists. Names of those who have reached voting age since 10 June shall be added to the lists.

There shall be no voting in the second round abroad or on board ships.

It shall be recorded in the personal passport of the voter that he has voted. This should be done on the same page as was used in round one and should include the date June 17.

June 12, 1990, 6:00 pm.

1. In single member districts in which no candidate was elected in the first round, if a candidate who finished first or second declines to run in the second round, he will be replaced by the candidate who finished third in the voting.

2. In the second round the section commissions may not include on the voter list anyone whose personal passport shows that his current address was registered after 10 June 1990.

June 12, 1990, 6:30 pm.

1. When it is clear from a regional commission protocol that its results are obviously incorrect, that is when they are derived from an incorrect calculation of the numbers, the CEC may correct the mistake in accordance with the electoral law. In the case of the single-member district # 135 (Samokov), the CEC finds that there must be a run-off between Boiko Borisov Chilingirov and Boian Petrov Chereharov.

June 12, 1990, 10:00 pm.

1. A close relative of a candidate may not be a member of a regional or section electoral commission in the district where the candidate is on the ballot. Such commission members must be immediately replaced.

This CEC decision will immediately be communicated to the Gotse Delchev People’s Council and to the Sofia Provincial People’s Council.
June 15, 1990, 10:30 am.

1. At the meeting of the presidents of the regional electoral commissions and secretaries of provincial and district people's councils that will take place at the Council of Ministers at 2:00 it must at all costs be explained how the envelopes should be counted, how invalid ballots and empty envelopes should be recorded, and how the number of valid ballots should be calculated.

2. For the second round the CEC will not wait to compile all the results before issuing a statement, but will announce the winners in each election district as soon as the information is received and confirmed.

3. The CEC will remind the presidents of the regional electoral commissions at the upcoming meeting that they must inform the section commissions that they are responsible for transporting elections materials from their location to the regional electoral commission. If they wish, representatives of the two candidates may accompany the materials in the same vehicle.

June 15, 1990, 5:00 pm.

1. In connection with paid leave for members of the regional and section electoral commissions, the CEC rules: that members of these commissions in regions where there are run-off elections will receive paid leave of 5 days in order to meet their obligations for the second round.

2. In the second round persons held under arrest will vote in the same section in which they voted during the first round. Those placed under arrest since June 10 will not vote.

3. In the second round, all military personnel, including sailors on land, will vote in the same sections in which they voted in the first round. If sailors who voted on board ship in the first round are in their home sections on 17 June, they have the right to vote there.

4. If a military unit was transferred after June 10 to a location different from that in which its members voted in the first round, then they do not have the right to vote in the second round.

5. Presidents, vice-presidents, and secretaries of the Executive Committee of the National Assembly, mayors and mayoralty secretaries, as well as other official members of executive councils may not serve as party representatives or as members of electoral commissions. This decision will be made known at once through the mass media. Wherever such officials are serving as party representatives or members of electoral commissions, they must be replaced at once.
6. In connection with the preservation of the protocols from the section electoral commission, the CEC decides: that immediately after this meeting the members of the commission will count the protocols from the sections that are located in the computer hall and organized by region. Under the observation of the members of the CEC, officials of the National Assembly will package the protocols and other official documents by electoral region, seal each package, prepare a protocol on its contents, and sign it. The packaged documents will be kept in Room No. 49, the key to which is held by Petur Nikolov. After the documents have been placed there, the room will be sealed and placed under guard.

A group composed of Lidia Mancheva, Solomon Rozanis, and Zhivko Milanov is appointed to unseal the computer room and to seal it again after the material has been transferred.

Georgi Mutafchiev will take from Andrei Tekhov all documents related to voting abroad, package them, prepare a protocol on them, and seal them in the same way that was used for the documents related to the proportional system.

8. Georgi Mutafchiev and Andrei Tekhov will meet with the lady from West Berlin who wishes to see the protocols on the voting there.

9. The CEC places on Kiril Karaivanov the task of checking every protocol which has copies of the decisions of the commission. He will place dates on the ones that are undated corresponding to the full stenographic record of the CEC’s work. These dates will be authenticated by CEC member A. Rafailov so that there will not be a single short protocol containing a decision of the CEC that is undated.

10. The CEC will take the following measures to document its work:

At least three copies of the full stenographic record along with three copies of the protocols containing the decisions of the commission will be prepared, properly bound, and kept in Room No. 49.

11. The CEC’s grievance committee will collect all complaints and warnings submitted to the CEC (telegrams, telexes, letters, reports etc.) which relate to the elections and which must be submitted to the Grand National Assembly. These materials must be prepared in final form no later than ten days after the completion of the elections. They will be organized in a systematic way by the grievance committee. All members of the CEC should give their proposals on the best methods of organizing this material to the grievance committee.

12. With reference to Saturday, June 16, the day before the second round, the CEC has decided to again remind the leaders of the political parties and the representatives of the Executive Committee of the National Assembly that political meetings, the distribution of campaign material, and any other form of public agitation are not permitted (Article 51, paragraph 2 of the Election Law).
The president of the Sofia People's Council will be reminded immediately not to permit meetings or demonstrations around the building of the National Assembly.
APPENDIX FIVE

BULGARIANS INTERVIEWED BY IFES DELEGATION MEMBERS
Bulgarians interviewed by IFES delegation members

Boris Atanasov  BSP official
Roumijana Bojuklieva  Sofia Regional Commission
Lyubomir Danchev  Leader of Friends of U.S., and Sofia Press Official
Dr. Emelia Drumeva  Member, CEC
Nikola Elisov  Secretary of Social Democratic Party in Stanke Dimitrov
Marko Ganchev  Editor of Literaturen Front
Paun Genov  Journalist with BANU-Nikola Petkov
Strakhil Gichev  President of BANU - vrabcha 1, a small splinter of the Agrarian Union.

Dimity Ivanov  Journalist and vice president of BAFE
Juliana Haydutuova  Communications Director, BAFE
Marianna Hill  Press Officer, UDF
Khristo Kirchev  UDF official
Kiril Karaivanov  Deputy Administrator, CEC
Mariana Katzanova  Reporter for Svododen Narod
Angel Kolarov  BSP official
Alexander Lilov  President of BSP
Dimitur Ludzhev  Member of UDF Council
Petko V. Machkowskii  BSP Party Chairman for Veliko Turnovo
Zhelyu Minev  BZNS official
Maria Nesheva  Artists union official
Boyan Obretenov  Editor, Sofia News
Kosta Pavlov  Poet
Reneta Pastarmadjieva  Administrative Secretary, Interparliamentary Council (CEC)
Dimity Popov  Vice President, CEC
Radoi Ralin  Writer
Blagovest Sendov  President, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences; member, BAFE Council
Petko Simeonov  President of Democracy Clubs and campaign manager for UDF

Lyubomir Spasov  Deputy Chief, Penal Division, Ministry of Justice
Zhivko Stalev  President CEC
Dimiter Stefanof  Deputy Administrator, BSP
Katerina Stoyanova  Reporter, Sofia News
Alexander Stresov  Deputy Chairman of BSP
Georgy Todorchev  BTA correspondent
Georgy Traikov  Journalist
Konstantin Trenchev  PODKREPA
Viktor Vulkov  President, BANU (official)
Lyudmil Yonchev  Deputy Mayor of Sofia
Vera Zaharieva  BZNS officer
Zheliu Zhelev  President of UDF
APPENDIX SIX

BALLOT COLORS OF PARTIES AND COALITIONS REGISTERED FOR PARTICIPATION IN ELECTIONS

COMPONENT ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNION OF DEMOCRATIC FORCES
More than forty parties were registered to participate in the elections, many of them of only regional or lesser importance. Some represented special-interest groups, such as the Organization of Cardiacs and Socially Vulnerable Citizens or the Union of Thracian Cultural and Educational Societies. Others were factions that had split from larger parties, and some were organized around particular personalities.

1. Bulgarian Agrarian Party (BZNS): orange
2. Union of Democratic Forces: light blue
3. Liberal Party: green
4. Union of Thracian Cultural and Educational Societies in Bulgaria: white, with three red stripes
5. Bulgarian Socialist Party: red
6. Alternative Socialist Party: white, with three blue stripes
7. Christian Republican Party: white with one yellow, one blue and one yellow stripe
8. Republican Party: white, with one blue, one red and one blue stripe
9. United Popular Union: white, with three yellow stripes
10. Union of Democratic Parties and Movements “Era-3”: white, with three violet stripes
11. Political Opposition Bloc: yellow
12. “Independents for Democracy” Movement: white, with three grey stripes
13. National Patriotic Union: white, with one yellow stripe
14. Bulgarian National Radical Party: white, with one green stripe
15. Union of Independents: white, with one orange stripe
16. National Party of Labour, Private Owners, Producers and Creative Workers: white, with one red stripe
17. Union of Independent Guarantors: white, with two green stripes
18. Bulgarian Christian Democratic Party (Centre): white, with two yellow stripes
19. Union of Invalids in Bulgaria: white, with one blue stripe
20. Alternative Socialist Association: white, with two red stripes
21. Conservative Party in Bulgaria: white, with three green stripes
22. Movement for Rights and Freedoms: white, with one pink stripe
23. Fatherland Union: white, with one red and one blue stripe
24. Free Democratic Party: white, with three orange stripes
25. Social Democratic Party (Non-Marxists): white, with two orange stripes
26. Patriotic Party of Labour: white, with three pink stripes
27. Party of Labour: white, with one blue and one green stripe
28. Bulgarian National Democratic Party: white, with one green and one yellow stripe
29. “Stefan Stambolov” National Liberal Party in Veliko Turnovo: white, with one violet, one pink and one yellow stripe
30. Party of the Working People: white, with two red and one blue stripe
31. Obnovlenie Political Party
   Independent Society for Defence of the Rights of the Imprisoned: white, with one green, one blue and one violet stripe
32. Parliamentary Movement for the Turnovo Constitution: white, with one black stripe
33. Strict National Revival Union: white, with two pink stripes
34. “New Democracy” Bulgarian National Union: white, with one blue and one pink stripe
35. Bulgarian Revolutionary Youth Party in Varna: white, with one red and one yellow stripe
36. Bulgarian Democratic Forum: white, with one blue, one orange and one blue stripe
37. “New Bulgaria” Movement: white, with two blue stripes
38. Organization of Cardiacs and Socially Vulnerable Citizens in Bulgaria, Varna: white, with one blue, one yellow and one blue stripe
39. Independent Popular Democratic Party in Plovdiv: white, with one blue, one orange and one green stripe
40. Bulgarian Popular Party: white, with one blue and one yellow stripe
COMPONENT ORGANIZATIONS OF THE
UNION OF DEMOCRATIC FORCES

1. Bulgarian Agrarian Party "Nikola Petkov"
2. Bulgarian Social Democratic Party
3. "Civil Initiative" Movement
4. Democratic Party
5. Green Party
6. Club for Glasnost and Democracy
7. Club of Persons Repressed after 1945
9. Confederation of Labour "Podkrepa"
10. Independent Society for Human Rights Protection
11. Independent Association "Ecoglasnost"
12. Radical Democratic Party
13. Federation of Independent Student Societies
14. New Social Democratic Party
15. United Democratic Centre
16. Democratic Front
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MAPS OF BULGARIA
Едномандатни и многомандатни избирателни райони
за избори на Велико Народно Събрание
10 - 17 юни 1990 г.